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In horticultural sectors where water is a threatened resource, altering irrigation frequency 
may present a viable approach to reduce water use, without any negative effect on crop yield 
and/or quality. However, our understanding of the physiological impact of this approach in 
containers in a peat based substrate is limited. Pelargonium x hortorum Bullseye plants were 
grown in glasshouse conditions under well-watered (WW; daily replacement of 100% of 
evapotranspiration (ET)), frequent (FDI), or infrequent (IDI) deficit irrigation regimes (50% 
of ET supplied daily or cumulatively every 4 days, respectively) for four weeks. Both FDI 
and IDI resulted in short-term increases in water use efficiency, and longer term increases in 
plant quality (canopy compactness) compared to WW plants. From a physiological 
perspective, stomatal conductance (gs) decreased similarly under both FDI and IDI, but there 
were treatment differences in leaf water potential (Ψleaf). FDI resulted in a more positive Ψleaf 
compared to WW plants, whilst Ψleaf under IDI was typically the lowest. Given the lack of a 
consistent response for Ψleaf, this suggested another mechanism was regulating stomata in 
P.hortorum. Under a single drying cycle, different components of the xylem sap were 
measured. Xylem sap pH, Ca2+ and NO3
- did not change, but the plant hormone abscisic acid 
(ABA) increased in the xylem sap ([X-ABA]leaf) under both irrigation treatments as soil 
moisture decreased, and showed a strong relationship with gs both in vivo and in a detached 
leaf transpiration bioassay. However, when plants were irrigated daily at a percentage of 
daily ET (adapted from FDI), plants showed an attenuated ABA response compared to when 
irrigation was withheld (adapted from IDI). It was hypothesised that this may have been a 
root-derived response due to spatial variation in soil moisture distribution, which was 
investigated in tomato (Solanum lycopersicum). Similar results were found where gs 
decreased as [X-ABA]leaf increased, but again the ABA response was attenuated. 
Furthermore, stomata showed similar sensitivity to ABA under both irrigation treatments. 
However, similar results were found for root tissue ([ABA]root) and xylem ([X-ABA]root) 
ABA, and modelling revealed that both localised root water uptake and soil moisture content 
are important for explaining the variation in [X-ABA]root between irrigation treatments. This 
research furthers the fundamental understanding of ABA signalling and suggests that 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
1.1 Why is water management within the agricultural sector 
important? 
 Horticulture, and agriculture as a whole, faces a number of different challenges. 
There is widespread famine, and yet the world population is expanding rapidly, 
expected to reach approximately 9 billion by 2050 (Pardey et al., 2014). There is also 
the issue of producing plants in an ever changing environment, with pressures of 
climate change and reduced water availability. Many of the current methods within 
agriculture often involve extremely intensive management regimes, looking to 
maximise outputs by applying high resource inputs. This includes extensive 
applications of nutrient fertilisers and herbicides, as well as inefficient methods of 
irrigation (Conway and Barbier, 2009). 
 Agricultural water withdrawals for irrigation typically exceed crop water demands. 
This can be due to the large losses through transport, storage and utilization of water 
(Frenken and Gillet, 2012), which may be damaging for the surrounding 
environment. For instance, excessive groundwater withdrawal has resulted in 
depletion of the water table (in some sites by over 100 metres) in areas such as the 
North China Plain and the High Plains Aquifer in the USA (Dennehy et al., 2002, 
Changming et al., 2001). Whilst theoretically these aquifers are “renewable 
resources”, these water bodies are slow to replenish via rainfall (Gleeson et al., 
2012), and current rates of water extraction seem unsustainable. The focus should 
therefore be on developing sustainable irrigation strategies, with the aim of 
preventing unnecessary over-irrigation (Gheysari et al., 2009), or minimising water 
inputs in arid or semi-arid regions. Understanding how these proposed practices 
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impact upon different species of plants at a morphological, physiological and genetic 
level can have significant impacts upon the way in which we design and implement 
irrigation (Dodd, 2009).  
1.2 The ornamental industry and water use   
 Water shortage for irrigation is a problem that faces most cropping sectors, and it 
will be important for these industries to develop strategies to adapt. One area that has 
received relatively little attention so far is the ornamental nursery sector (Miralles 
Crespo et al., 2010). In this industry, the vast majority of plants are grown in 
containers. This means plants have a limited rooting zone, making them susceptible 
to drought stress if under-watered. Consequently, this leads to growers often over-
irrigating their crops, which can limit plant growth (Fiebig and Dodd, 2015). 
Furthermore, accurate and scheduled irrigation regimes are rare, with a huge number 
of nurseries using inefficient, overhead sprinkler systems (Briercliffe et al., 2000). 
With water requirements for the ornamental sector likely to increase (Grant et al., 
2011), but greater competition for the resource, this has led to a gradual change in 
thinking.  
 Many growers are now focused on implementing irrigation systems that are more 
efficient (Cameron et al., 2008), such as replacing overhead systems with drip 
irrigation (Goodwin et al., 2003), both for the environmental and financial 
incentives. One general complication in progressing with alternative irrigation 
approaches is an often widespread lack of understanding as to the water relations and 
requirements of the plants. Thus growers have a limited knowledge as to the impact 
of altering water availability on plant productivity and quality. Ultimately, this 
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makes it essential to carry out further research to be able to further educate the 
grower community.   
 One area that stands out within the ornamental sector is the production of bedding 
plants. Bedding plants are extremely popular with the general public, and are 
considered valuable within the UK and worldwide – in 2012-2013 (Figure 1.1), 26% 
of the entire UK ornamental industry value consisted of bedding plants (Denny and 
Dimmock, 2014). Some of the most common bedding plants include marigold 
(Tagetes spp.), pansy (Viola spp.) and geraniums (Pelargonium spp.). Growers of 
bedding plants face an unpredictable and erratic market, which requires careful 
planning and strategies to ensure high quality plants are produced within a tight 
timeframe (HTA, 2012). However, this area of horticulture presents an opportunity 
to significantly improve water savings (to expand bedding plant production, or to 
allocate water to other areas of agriculture) along with additional economic benefits. 
 
Figure 1.1. Estimated value of UK ornamentals production by crop and sector (July 
2012-July 2013). Values of the three most profitable industries are included (£ 















 The Geraniaceae is an ornamental, bedding plant family that includes up to eleven 
genera, and around 750 species, with the Geranium and Pelargonium genera the 
most popular as colourful and prolific flowering garden plants (Ávila et al., 2013, 
Jones et al., 2001). Pelargonium are annual, and herbaceous perennial plants that 
have been bred for a wide variety of leaf colours and shapes, good consumer quality 
and disease resistance. The most cultivated of the pelargoniums are Pelargonium 
zonale hybrids and Pelargonium peltatum (García-Sogo et al., 2012). The zonal 
geranium Pelargonium x hortorum is particularly popular amongst gardeners, due to 
vibrant flowers and a dark ‘zonal’ band on an otherwise green leaf. P.hortorum has 
also been shown to be drought-tolerant (by withstanding periods of drought stress), 
making it an ideal candidate for alternative irrigation strategies (Álvarez et al., 2013, 
Sánchez-Blanco et al., 2009). Despite this, the mechanisms behind this drought 
tolerance are less well understood.  
1.3 Alternative strategies for irrigation management? 
 To address issues of water availability for agricultural use will require a drastic 
rethink in approaches to irrigation management and scheduling on a global scale. 
Conventional irrigation practices of container-based ornamental plants often involves 
high frequency irrigation events to prevent excessive soil drying given the limited 
rooting zone (Beeson, 1992), which can be unpredictable if environmental conditions 
vary. This can be further complicated if growers use outdated approaches to assess 
water availability (such as feeling how dry the soil is by hand), which is inaccurate 
and does not account for the water status of the plant. Furthermore, it is still common 
for ornamental growers to use overhead sprinklers which are inefficient for irrigation 
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placement and thus consume large volumes of water (Cameron et al., 2008). 
Increasing pressure from consumers, competition from other industries for water 
availability, and rising water prices has led to a change in the attitude of growers to 
begin adopting more sustainable approaches to irrigation (Knox et al., 2007).   
1.3.1 Deficit irrigation  
 One strategy that has been considered a potential, sustainable alternative approach 
to conventional irrigation management is ‘deficit irrigation’. Deficit irrigation is the 
application of water at a lower rate and/or volume than the plants evapotranspirative 
(ET) demand (Álvarez et al., 2013). In theory this may limit yield, but will reduce 
the volume of water used (Geerts and Raes, 2009). In water limited situations this is 
a particularly useful approach for farmers to increase the productivity of water use 
(as opposed to maximising yield) of the plant (Fereres and Soriano, 2007).  
 As an alternative water management technique, deficit irrigation has been applied to 
a variety of crops. Perhaps the greatest success has been found in tree and vine crops 
(Kirda et al., 2004), where reductions in overall biomass are less critical than many 
field grown crops (Jensen et al., 2010). In some species, a period of drought stress 
can enhance allocation of resources to reproduction, leading to early flowering 
(Kozlowski and Pallardy, 2002) and increased fruiting (Nora et al., 2012). Thus, 
deficit irrigation has had positive effects (in terms of water productivity (biomass 
produced per volume of water)) on a variety of species, including wheat, sunflower 
and potato (Ali et al., 2007, Karam et al., 2007, Liu et al., 2006a). If implemented 
correctly, the major benefit of deficit irrigation is improved plant water use without 
significant loss of yield (Grant et al., 2011), but plant quality may also be enhanced 
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(e.g. fruit with higher sugar, compact ornamental plants) and greater control over 
growth can be achieved.  
 ‘Sustained’ deficit irrigation (SDI) involves the gradual imposition of a soil water 
deficit over the course of a season or growing period (Fereres and Soriano, 2007). 
Further modifications to this approach include ‘regulated’ deficit irrigation (RDI). 
This involves the application of deficit irrigation at specific stages of development 
during the growing cycle (Kang et al., 2000). This may occur during periods of slow 
growth, or growth stages in which species are less susceptible to water stress. This 
approach was first proposed for use in peach orchards, which reduced shoot growth 
without negatively impacting upon fruit yield or quality (Chalmers et al., 1981). 
Maintaining irrigation at normal levels during higher risk periods prevented 
excessive losses of (or even improves) yield or crop quality (Wakrim et al., 2005). 
For instance, in winegrape RDI can improve taste and berry quality, and increase 
water productivity (Romero et al., 2013, dos Santos et al., 2007). In pistachio, RDI 
applied at certain stages of growth resulted in increases in yield along with water 
savings, which enhanced water productivity (Goldhamer and Beede, 2004). 
 Applying deficit irrigation to bedding plant species is of interest as losses in overall 
yield aren’t critical, and reduced vegetative growth can improve the ornamental 
value (Cameron et al., 2008). This potentially allows greater flexibility to implement 
these strategies, provided there aren’t overall losses in quality. Growers will often 
favour smaller plants which are considered ornamentally more attractive, and are 
easier to transport without significant damage. Economically this is important, as 
avoiding excessive growth may increase the value of the plant (Álvarez et al., 2009), 
whilst reducing the use of chemical growth regulators (Clifford et al., 2004). Deficit 
irrigation may also enable the plant to tolerate periods of drought at later stages, 
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including distribution in the supply chain (Cameron et al., 2008). For instance, recent 
work has focused on studying drought-tolerant ornamental plants for sustainable 
landscape gardening, often in arid environments (Toscano et al., 2014, Franco et al., 
2006). 
 Deficit irrigation can potentially enhance the quality of ornamental crops by 
decreasing vegetative extension, producing more compact plants (Cameron et al., 
2006). This can be dependent upon the severity and timing of the deficit irrigation 
treatment. Large reductions in soil water availability can be damaging to plant 
development, affecting aspects such as flowering, leaf pigmentation and plant size 
(Mieszkalska and Lukaszewska, 2011, Cameron et al., 2008, Sánchez-Blanco  et al., 
2009, Álvarez et al., 2013), and hence it is important to understand the water 
requirements of individual species to optimise the irrigation strategy.  
 For instance, in bed-grown Petunia and Impatiens, a soil water deficit (allowing pot 
weight to decrease by 45% before re-irrigating) resulted in non-significant reductions 
in plant growth and flowering (Andersson, 2011). Significant reductions in growth 
and flowering were observed in the same species by irrigating the plants at 25 % ET 
(Blanusa et al., 2009) and in growth of Cotinus and Forsythia irrigated at 50 % ET 
(Cameron et al., 2008). When irrigation was applied at either 60% or 30% of soil 
water content however, no change was found in growth or flowering in Pelargonium 
(Chyliński et al., 2007). Root growth in Impatiens and Pelargonium significantly 
increased in both species at the lowest soil moisture availability (through enhanced 
root proliferation), potentially alleviating the stress conditions (Chyliński et al., 
2007). In Dianthus, plant growth decreased as the intensity of soil water deficit 
increased (in plants receiving 70% and 35% of irrigation provided to control plants), 
but plants only showed a reduction in flower number and floral quality under the 
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most severe soil moisture stress (Álvarez et al., 2009). Perhaps the biggest challenge 
for growers is how to apply these deficit irrigation techniques successfully on a 
commercial scale. 
 In Rhododendron, RDI applied after floral initiation promoted greater flowering, but 
can inhibit development of flowering if applied too early (Sharp et al., 2009). In 
contrast, both mild and severe (60% and 40% of water applied to control plants 
respectively) soil water deficits significantly reduced flowering in Phlomis purpurea, 
whilst plant growth and development was also reduced (Álvarez et al., 2012). Water 
consumption by Rhododendron was more than halved by applying deficit irrigation 
at 75 % ET, without any decline in growth (Cameron et al., 1999). In rose plants, 
deficit irrigation decreased the number of floral stems, but did not impact upon plant 
quality and increased water productivity (Bolla et al., 2010). The above work 
highlights that by adapting a suitable deficit irrigation strategy, there can be 
significant water savings whilst also improving the ornamental quality (and thus 
increased value) of the plants. 
1.3.2 Irrigation frequency 
 Limiting irrigation frequency is an alternative approach which attempts to further 
control water use, reduce irrigation inputs and maintain plant yield and quality. 
Irrigation frequency strategies are most commonly utilised in arid and semi-arid 
regions where water is particularly scarce or there are economic constraints which 
may limit irrigation water quality (Oktem et al., 2003). However, similar strategies 
have been adopted in other areas such as containerised production (Beeson, 2006, de 
Matos Pires et al., 2011). These strategies involve delaying the application of water, 
typically in an attempt to regulate transpiration, limit excessive loss of water through 
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evaporation or through leaching, and to regulate water inputs in situations where 
growers over-irrigate plants (Wang et al., 2001).  
 Limiting irrigation frequency requires a collective understanding of its impacts on 
both plant growth and water use, particularly at a physiological level, the latter of 
which has perhaps been undervalued. Environmental variation can impact 
significantly upon plant ET demands (Askri et al., 2014), which requires flexibility 
when irrigation frequency is reduced. Specifically, increased atmospheric vapour 
pressure deficit (VPD) causes a higher rate of transpiration, which may lead to water 
stress and a reduction in growth due to the inability of the plant to sustain water 
uptake (Leonardi et al., 2000, Grange and Hand, 1987, Clifton-Brown and Jones, 
1999). Furthermore, the substrate water holding capacity can affect the required 
frequency of irrigation. For instance, in soils that are particularly susceptible to 
drying, a higher irrigation frequency may be required to prevent excessive moisture 
depletion (Howell et al., 1997). Altering the frequency of irrigation may also have 
longer term consequences on soil properties such as causing hysteresis of the soil 
moisture release curve, impacting upon microbial communities and influencing gas 
fluxes (Abalos et al., 2014, Holland et al., 2014).   
 As these strategies will often be applied in water scarce situations, improving water 
productivity of crops is often a key aim, but inconsistent responses are reported 
within the literature. Of those studies where comparable volumes of irrigation were 
applied, plant water productivity (which typically reflected increases or decreases in 
yield) increased with limited irrigation frequency in maize (El-Hendawy and 
Schmidhalter, 2010, Mbagwu and Osuigwe, 1985) and cucumber (Wang et al., 
2009), and decreased in summer squash (Ertek et al., 2004), potato (Wang et al., 
2006) and sorghum (Saeed and El-Nadi, 1998). Inconsistent results were found in 
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bell pepper, which showed either minimal change (Assouline et al., 2006) or larger 
decreases (Sezen et al., 2006) in water productivity (due to higher irrigation 
frequency in the former study). Authors of the studies in which water productivity 
increased as irrigation frequency decreased suggest that this is a consequence of 
optimal soil moisture conditions being achieved (i.e. plants were not over-watered), 
whilst a decrease in water productivity may be attributed to plants being subject to 
too severe a period of stress. 
 This variation highlights that limiting irrigation frequency can affect species 
differently, and in some situations may not be suitable. Improved physiological 
understanding (which appears limited in the irrigation frequency literature) may 
provide more insight for applying this sort of a strategy on a wider basis.  
1.4 Plant responses to soil water deficits 
1.4.1 Plant growth 
 In response to a soil water deficit, plants will show changes in growth. Reduced soil 
moisture availability will affect many processes, including the uptake and transport 
of water, nutrients and plant hormones, which will impact on plant growth and 
physiology (Munns, 2002). The most consistent response on plant growth is a 
reduction in cell division and expansion (Tardieu et al., 2000), which is often a 
consequence of reduced turgor pressure and/or cell wall extensibility (Blum, 2011). 
In turn, this decreases cell size and number, and thus limits leaf expansion. This 
hydraulically driven process is typically due to a decrease in water status throughout 
the plant (originating at the roots), and/or a decrease in root hydraulic conductivity 
(Ehlert et al., 2009, Tardieu et al., 2012). Initial reductions in leaf expansion often 
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also precede any decrease in photosynthetic activity (Blum, 2011, Ashraf and Harris, 
2013). 
 Despite the hydraulic argument above, there is evidence for non-hydraulic 
regulation of plant growth. In wheat plants where leaves were maintained at full 
turgor via pneumatic pressure applied on the roots, leaf expansion rate continued to 
decrease in response to soil drying, suggesting the presence of a root-source signal 
(Passioura, 1988). Furthermore, in maize plants, leaf expansion was found to 
decrease without a decrease in leaf water status, suggesting a role for an inhibitor 
transported in the xylem stream (Saab and Sharp, 1989). It has also been shown that 
the plant hormone abscisic acid (ABA) may have a role in regulating leaf growth 
(Bacon et al., 1998), although in contrast there is evidence of growth-promoting role 
for ABA (Tardieu et al., 2012). Evidence for both hydraulic and non-hydraulic 
regulation of plant growth suggests there is large species-specific variation.  
 Ultimately, shoot growth will likely be reduced to prevent unnecessary use of 
resources and energy (Chaves and Oliveira, 2004), and to limit the total leaf area for 
water loss (Savé et al., 1994). Resource allocation for root growth (to increase 
capacity for water uptake) usually increases at the expense of shoot production, 
impacting upon the root:shoot ratio (Stagnari et al., 2014).  
1.4.2 Plant water use 
 Deficit irrigation can potentially reduce the volume of water required by (and thus 
applied to) the plant, without any significant declines in yield (Fereres and Soriano, 
2007). In areas where water is scarce (e.g. arid or semi-arid regions), or if the target 
is to improve the sustainability of irrigation practices, this can lead to an increase in 
water use efficiency (WUE), or ‘more crop per drop’ (Cifre et al., 2005). Rather than 
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maximising productivity per cropping area, growers target an increase in 
productivity with regards to water availability. This approach requires careful 
management to prevent excessive losses in growth or quality that outweigh the 
benefit of reducing water inputs.  
 The concept of WUE can be defined by the specific targets of the grower. For 
instance, at the whole plant level (WUEplant; biomass of crop produced per unit of 
water used), this may be focused towards the harvestable biomass of the plant 
(Blum, 2005), or at the physiological level, which is the ratio of photosynthesis (A) 
to transpiration (E) (Hatfield et al., 2001). Measuring WUEplant provides a simple 
means to assess the plants water productivity over an entire growing period. 
Understanding how plants regulate the balance between water loss and carbon gain 
through stomatal control, particularly under certain stress conditions, is often a key 
aim for improving WUE (Easlon et al., 2014). Despite this, a physiological estimate 
of WUE at the leaf level (WUEleaf - A/E) may fail to account for temporal variation 
over a long growth period, and in many cases measurements at the leaf level are not 
representative of whole plant measurements (Tomás et al., 2012). Therefore, 
physiological improvements in WUEleaf may not necessarily translate to increased 
whole canopy/yield WUE (Wilkinson et al., 2012). 
 Deficit irrigation induces different changes in WUEplant depending on the 
ornamental species: it increases in Callistemon (Álvarez and Sánchez-Blanco, 2013) 
and Catharanthus (Jaleel et al., 2008) as a measure of plant biomass to water use 
(due to more efficient stomatal conductance (gs)); decreases in Pelargonium capitum 
due to a reduction in essential oil yields (Eiasu et al., 2012); and has no effect in 
Pelargonium zonale as dry matter was proportional to irrigation inputs (Andersson, 
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2001). These findings are typically a consequence of the balance between stomatal 
closure limiting water loss and carbon assimilation.   
1.4.3 Physiological adaptations 
 Many of the morphological responses under deficit irrigation are a result of 
alterations in the physiology of the plant to counter periods of reduced water 
availability. These include stomatal closure and reduced transpiration that will 
prevent further water loss, but may also limit photosynthetic activity (Flexas and 
Medrano, 2002). Stomata are pore like structures found on plant leaves, consisting of 
two guard cells surrounding the stomatal pore (McAinsh et al., 1990). Stomata are 
the primary structure regulating water loss from the plant via transpiration, and to 
allow entry of CO2 to drive photosynthesis. Transpiration is the process in which 
water (and subsequently nutrients) is transported along gradients through the plant 
via the xylem to the leaves. This mechanism cools the leaves, and its rate is affected 
by a number of structural (stomatal density, leaf anatomy) and environmental 
(temperature, water availability, light) factors (Collatz et al., 1991).  Stomatal closure 
is one of most widely observed responses to drought, acting to prevent excessive 
water loss, and to maintain turgor pressure and the water status of the plant at non-
lethal levels (Brodribb et al., 2003). 
 Reductions in stomatal aperture are brought about through two mechanisms which 
can act in concert. Active control is via a series of cascading cellular-biochemical 
events, typically induced by antitranspirant phytohormones (Acharya and Assmann, 
2009, Wilkinson and Davies, 2010). A second mechanism involves passive 
regulation of guard cell turgor through changes in water potential within the leaf 
(Franks, 2013). Longer term exposure to a stress can typically lead to reduced 
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stomatal development (including stomatal number and density) in younger leaves 
(Hamanishi et al., 2012). 
 Plants can be described as homeohydric, in that they are able to regulate a water-
balance within tissue (Buckley, 2005). The general response to reduced soil water 
availability however can be typically classed as either avoidance (isohydric; 
maintained leaf water status) or tolerance (anisohydric; reduced leaf water status), or 
occasionally a combination of the two (Gallé et al., 2013). Avoidance mechanisms 
can include larger and deeper roots, enhanced stomatal closure, reductions in 
transpiration, adaptive morphological characteristics (such as leaf hairs (trichomes)) 
and alterations in plant architecture (for example, a reduced leaf area). These 
functions act to maintain an internal water status, even under stress conditions (Sade 
et al., 2012). On the other hand, mechanisms to allow tolerance to water deficits can 
involve maintaining turgor potential through osmotic adjustment, altering the shoot-
root ratio, and changes in cellular elasticity (Touchette et al., 2007).  
 Any irrigation strategy that withholds water will reduce soil water availability, 
altering the soil moisture content and potentially affecting physiological processes, 
thus requiring careful management (Cameron et al., 2008). In response to soil water 
deficits, hydraulic signals are a result of increased xylem tension (Comstock, 2002), 
but also active chemical signals, often before the hydraulic signal as a pre-emptive 
alert for the plant (Goodger et al., 2005). In doing so, the plants can potentially 
improve water productivity by maintaining leaf water status, and decreasing 





1.5 Plant signalling under soil water deficits 
 The impact of soil water deficits on plant growth and physiology is affected by 
direct alterations in crop water relations (hydraulic signalling), but also through 
chemical signalling within the plant (Dodd, 2005). Plants use a wide range of 
chemical signals in response to water stress (such as plant hormones, including 
ABA), and the mechanistic understanding of these signals is currently subject to a 
considerable amount of research and debate (Wilkinson et al., 2012).  
1.5.1 Hydraulic signalling 
 Hydraulic signals were initially proposed as being central in long distance regulation 
of stomata in response to soil drying (Comstock, 2002). Changes in water potential 
(Ψw) can be transmitted throughout the plant via the xylem (Fig 1.2), which is 
influenced by the decrease in soil water potential (Ψsoil) as soil moisture decreases 
(Ritchie, 1981). Within the plant, decreased Ψw initially leads to a loss of turgor 
(passive cellular dehydration), which may be followed by a longer term increase in 
osmotic potential (through active increases in solute concentration (albeit there is 
considerable variation in this, with a limited role in some species)), and a change in 
water tension, which is detected by the plant (Christmann et al., 2013). Root water 
potential (Ψroot; Fig 2.1) is highly dependent upon soil hydraulic conductivity and 
root density (Caldeira et al., 2014). When Ψsoil decreases, or there is an increase in 
vapour pressure deficit (VPD), this will result in a series of drops in Ψw throughout 
the plant (Buckley, 2005, Pantin et al., 2012, Peak and Mott, 2011). Hydraulic 
failure occurs when the plant is unable to move water due to xylem vessel cavitation 
leading to embolism (Barigah et al., 2013, Tyree and Sperry, 1989). This is a 
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consequence of the rate of transpiration exceeding the plants critical level of Ψw, or 
leaf hydraulic conductance reaching zero (McDowell et al., 2008).   
 Decreased Ψleaf can be sensed by the stomata (through a loss of turgor by the guard 
cells), which will act to regulate this decrease by adjusting stomatal aperture (Sperry 
et al., 2002), but in turn, maintenance of stomatal opening is dependent upon high 
Ψleaf (Sack and Holbrook, 2006). This suggests a negative feedback mechanism 
(Buckley, 2005), where plants will act to prevent xylem embolism (Cochard, 2002), 
and may further adjust Ψleaf to limit cell expansion and leaf growth. A series of 
experiments that applied a pneumatic pressure to the roots of plants grown in drying 
soil increased Ψleaf and caused stomatal opening in bean (Mencuccini et al., 2000), 
Hymenoclea salsola (Comstock and Mencuccini, 1998), Douglas fir and alder 
(Fuchs and Livingston, 1996).  
 Furthermore, although some species can show an initial hydraulic response 
(Rodrigues et al., 2008), there is often still the requirement of ABA to regulate 
stomatal closure (Wilkinson and Davies, 2002), whilst Ψleaf can enhance stomatal 
sensitivity to ABA (Tardieu and Davies, 1992), although this is not a universal 
response (Tardieu and Simonneau, 1998).  In Arabidopsis exposed to osmotic stress 
(osmotic stress medium at Ψw = -1.0 MPa) around the roots, rapid stomatal closure 
occurred in response to hydraulic signalling, with ABA being synthesised in the 
leaves after an initial drop in cell turgor pressure (Christmann et al., 2007). These 
results are in contrast to findings in wheat and sunflower where plants that were 
maintained at full turgor (xylem sap on the verge of bleeding from a cut surface) 
under drying soil (by applying pneumatic pressure to the roots) showed stomatal 





Figure 1.2 Resistance diagram of soil-plant-atmosphere continuum showing water 
potentials (Ψ) and hydraulic resistance (r). Figure modified from Blum (2011).  
 
 Stomatal closure without a decrease in leaf turgor was also found in plants exposed 
to partial root-zone drying (PRD; laterally irrigating half of the root, whilst irrigation 
is withheld from the other half) in apple (Gowing et al., 1990), sycamore (Khalil and 
Grace, 1993) and grape (Stoll et al., 2000). These findings have contributed to the 
debate by highlighting that ABA can be synthesised and transported from the roots 
without any reduction in Ψleaf (due to half of the roots receiving full irrigation). In 
addition, in certain studies stomata were found to close in response to a soil water 
deficit without a change in leaf water status (Bates and Hall, 1981), or prior to 
decreased Ψleaf, indicating a primary role for chemical signalling in some species. In 
grafted tomato plants, stomata closed in response to soil drying which was regulated 
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by shoot-sourced ABA, without a change in leaf water status (because of root 
pressurisation; Holbrook et al., 2002). Recently it has been highlighted that leaf 
vascular tissue hydraulic conductance can be reduced by ABA, which also plays a 
role regulating stomatal closure (Pantin et al., 2013).   
 1.5.2 Chemical signalling 
 The work above focused on chemical signalling, along with early research which 
highlighted the significance of the plant hormone ABA as a root-to-shoot signal 
(where root ABA accumulated prior to a decrease in Ψleaf; Zhang et al., 1987, Zhang 
and Davies, 1989b), challenged the traditional view of hydraulic signalling 
regulating stomatal closure as the soil dried. A root-to-shoot signal (Fig 1.3) travels 
apoplastically or symplastically from the roots (the first site to sense a decline in soil 
moisture status) to the shoots, and induces a physiological response in a region 
remote from the site of synthesis (Dodd, 2005).  
As such, a wide array of chemical signals has since been shown to have a role in the 
signalling response of plants to soil drying. This includes a prominent role for ABA 
as discussed, but other hormones may include the ethylene precursor ACC (1-
Aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid), gibberellins, jasmonates and cytokinins, for 
example (not discussed below; however, ABA will be used as an example of a root-
to-shoot signal, to demonstrate supporting evidence of its significance). The 
transport and effect of these signals can act as direct stress regulators, or may interact 
with other hormones and compounds to modulate sensitivity of stomata, for example 
(Jia and Zhang, 2008). Further components of the xylem sap shown to have 
important roles in signalling, and may also interact with plant hormones, include 
nutrients and xylem sap pH. Drought stress typically decreases the uptake of 
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nutrients by the roots and the subsequent loading of nutrients into the xylem, which 
may serve as a stress indicator at the shoot (Pérez-Alfocea et al, 2011). 
 
Figure 1.3 ‘Root-to-shoot’ signalling diagram showing the synthesis of ABA in the 
roots in response to drying soil, subsequent transport to the shoot via the xylem, 
effect on stomatal conductance (g), and recirculation within the phloem. Figure 
modified from Sauter et al. (2001).  
 
1.5.3 Abscisic Acid 
 ABA is a sesquiterpenoid that is a product of the synthesis of carotenoid precursors 
(Nambara and Marion-Poll, 2005). An important plant hormone, it is widely 
accepted as one of the key, long-distance signals involved with various stress 
responses (for example drought and salt stress), but also has roles in developmental 
processes. These include cell division, seed maturation, and seed dormancy, 
germination and leaf growth rate, as well as regulating stomatal conductance, root 
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development and canopy expansion (Wilkinson and Davies, 2010, Acharya and 
Assmann, 2009).  
 ABA has a central role in plant responses to water stress (Zhang and Davies, 1991, 
Cutler and Krochko, 1999, Nambara and Marion-Poll, 2005). Catabolism of ABA 
involves hydroxylation and conjugation as metabolic pathways, which occurs rapidly 
to ensure high turnover of the hormone, particularly when stress situations have been 
alleviated (Nambara and Marion-Poll, 2005). The function of ABA as a stress 
hormone is dependent upon the plant’s ability to regulate biosynthesis and 
degradation in parallel (Zhang et al., 2006). 
ABA can also be stored in vacuoles and apoplastically in an inactive form, ABA 
glucose ester (ABA-GE). The glucose ester is cleaved by β-glucosidase to release 
ABA under drought stress (Nambara and Marion-Poll, 2005, Lee et al., 2006, 
Hirayama and Shinozaki, 2010). ABA-GE may act in long distance ABA transport 
(as it is more effectively transported than the un-conjugated form, due to its 
resistance to ABA 8’-hydroxylase), with evidence of increased ABA-GE in the 
xylem sap of drought stressed plants (Schachtman and Goodger, 2008, Sauter et al., 
2002). 
 Regulating stomata is an important function under stress conditions, and ABA has 
two distinctive roles – i) preventing stomatal opening; and ii) maintaining stomatal 
closure (Kim et al., 2010), with the ultimate goal of preventing excessive water loss. 
It is known that at elevated concentrations under stress conditions, ABA acts upon 
stomata by binding to receptors (many of which are thought to be cytosolic (Guo et 
al., 2011)). This can induce a signal transduction cascade in the stomata which leads 
to an influx, or redistribution, of Ca2+ in the cytoplasm of the cell (McAinsh et al., 
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1990), preventing stomatal opening by decreasing osmotic potential of the guard 
cells (Assmann and Shimazaki, 1999, Wilkinson et al., 2001). Alternatively, 
stomatal closure may be initiated through ABA mediated K+ efflux via the plasma 
membrane, which reduces the turgor of the guard cells (Chen et al., 2012).  
 The original hypothesis for ABA action in the leaves was that a change in Ψleaf 
released ABA from the leaf mesophyll (Loveys, 1977), and that leaf ABA 
biosynthesis may increase in response to a loss of leaf turgor (Pierce and Raschke, 
1980). However, subsequent work led to ABA being re-defined as a root-derived, 
and subsequent ‘root-to-shoot’ signal. Drought-stressed roots can act as the primary 
site for transport to the aerial parts of the plant (Zhang and Davies, 1987), and in 
drought stressed Phaseolus, ABA increased in the roots prior to an increase in the 
xylem sap or leaves (Trejo and Davies, 1991). When exposed to a soil water deficit, 
sunflower showed elevated synthesis of ABA within the roots, which was suggested 
as being essential in the initial increase in ABA within the xylem sap (Neales and 
McLeod, 1991). In Commelina grown under PRD, ABA only increased in roots 
under drying soil, whilst those that were irrigated showed minimal change in ABA 
(Zhang et al., 1987).  
 Establishing whether or not root sourced ABA was transported to the shoot (and 
subsequently acted upon stomata) was a critical step. In Commelina, it was shown 
that dehydrated roots loaded with externally supplied ABA increased leaf ABA 
concentrations and induced stomatal closure (Zhang and Davies, 1987). These 
findings were supported by work in sunflower which showed that root ABA export 
increased under soil drying and significantly increased xylem ABA concentrations, 
which corresponded with decreasing gs (Shashidhar et al., 1996). In Ricinus 
communis L., ABA delivery rate (the product of xylem ABA concentration and sap 
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flow rate) was increased 5-fold in response to drought, demonstrating an active 
response (root ABA biosynthesis and xylem loading) that was not simply a function 
of reduced sap flow (Jokhan et al., 1996). 
 However, work has often challenged the idea of ABA primarily being a root sourced 
signal. Firstly, key studies showed that ABA can be synthesised in the leaves in 
response to soil drying (Zhang and Davies, 1989b, Zhang et al., 2006). Research 
with grafted tomato plants strengthened this argument. When water was withheld, 
stomata closed in the absence of either a root derived ABA source or a reduction in 
Ψleaf (maintained under artificial pressure) in wild-type (WT) tomato scions grafted 
to either flacca or sitiens (ABA deficient) mutant rootstocks (with ABA either very 
low or often undetectable in well-watered sitiens plants) (Holbrook et al., 2002). The 
authors therefore attribute increased leaf ABA concentrations to another root derived 
signal. Additional support for this was that root genotype did not affect soil-drying 
induced stomatal closure when both sunflower and tomato WT shoots were grafted 
onto either WT or ABA-deficient roots (Fambrini et al., 1995, Jones et al., 1987).  
 In Arabidopsis it was found that during water stress, ABA was mainly synthesised 
in the leaves, and some of the ABA from the leaves was transported to the roots via 
the phloem and recycled in the xylem (Munns and Cramer, 1996, Ikegami et al., 
2009). Furthermore, ABA in both the roots and xylem sap has been found to increase 
in response to soil drying (Wang et al., 1999), whilst a strong linear correlation can 
be found between the two, suggesting a regulatory role for the roots in ABA 
transport to the shoot (Liang et al., 1997). ABA within the xylem sap was strongly 
correlated with gs (Tardieu and Davies, 1992, Borel et al., 2001, Sobeih et al., 2004), 
highlighting the significance of transported ABA in regulating the stomata. In maize, 
a similar relationship was observed between gs and xylem ABA when ABA 
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concentration in vivo increased endogenously or artificially (stem feeding to intact 
plants in the field), and in detached leaves fed with ABA (Tardieu et al., 1993). 
Conversely, in wheat and barley plants, in vivo ABA concentrations were 
insufficient to inhibit transpiration in detached leaf bioassays (Munns and King, 
1988; Munns, 1992). However, experiments in which ABA was removed from 
xylem sap using an immunoaffinity column showed transpiration rates consistent 
with well-watered plants (Zhang and Davies, 1991), highlighting species-specific 
variation in stomatal regulation.  
 Given the above inconsistencies on the effects of ABA on stomata, it is perhaps 
unsurprising that there are other chemical components within the xylem sap that may 
act as localised or root-to-shoot messengers, either acting independently of, or 
directly influencing ABA signalling (Wilkinson and Hartung, 2009). This may be 
due to differences between detached leaves and those in vivo perceiving an 
endogenous ABA signal, with greater stomatal sensitivity to ABA in vivo (Dodd, 
2003, Correia and Pereira, 1995). Additional antitranspirant signals can include 
malate, sulphate, pH, calcium and nitrate (Goodger and Schachtman, 2010). Through 
previous molecular work using ABA-insensitive mutants, it has been revealed that 
ABA also interacts with the signalling pathways of other phytohormones, such as 
ethylene and cytokinins, which in turn impacts upon ABA-induced stomatal closure 
(Anderson et al., 2004, Wilkinson and Davies, 2010, Wilkinson et al., 2012). 
Applying hormones in the xylem that are known to interact with the ABA pathway 
(e.g. cytokinins) has also been shown to prevent or reverse the effects of ABA in the 
leaves (Hansen & Dörffling, 2003), further indicating the significant crosstalk 
between signalling pathways. 
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 Drought-induced ABA accumulation can be the result of an increase in xylem sap 
pH, which may become more alkaline with a drought-induced decrease in xylem 
nitrate concentration (Schachtman and Goodger, 2008). However, soil drying can 
also increase xylem nitrate concentration, which may lead to stomatal closure 
through alkalisation of the xylem sap (Goodger et al., 2005, Wilkinson et al., 2007).  
ABA is a weak acid and as such accumulates under alkaline conditions (Daie and 
Wyse, 1983). Alkalisation of the xylem sap can result in increased xylem and 
apoplastic ABA concentrations, whilst also increasing the transport to the guard 
cells, and the sensitivity of stomata to ABA (Patonnier et al., 1999, Wilkinson and 
Davies, 2002, Wang et al., 2012). ABA becomes deprotonated as the xylem sap 
becomes more alkaline, and cannot be transported passively to the mesophyll tissue, 
where the subsequent accumulation of ABA in the apoplast causes stomatal closure 
(Schachtman and Goodger, 2008). It has been reported that there are at least three 
ABA receptors, one of which is an extracellular plasma-membrane bound receptor 
(GCRP2 – G-PROTEIN COUPLED RECEPTOR 2), suggesting plants can detect 
extracellular ABA (Liu et al., 2007, Shen et al., 2006, Schachtman and Goodger, 
2008), whilst signalling within the guard cells is primarily through the 
PYR/PYL/RCAR proteins (Cutler et al., 2010). Conversely, in well-watered plants, a 
more acidic pH is typically found which prevents the apoplastic accumulation of 
ABA, and often promotes stomatal opening (Wilkinson et al., 2007).  
 Another potential messenger in the response of plants to water stress is calcium, 
with a well-defined role for the Ca2+ ion as a secondary signalling messenger 
(Chasan, 1995). It is widely reported that stomata will shut in response to an increase 
in concentrations of cytosolic Ca2+ in the guard cells (MacRobbie, 1992), whilst 
ABA has been shown to induce an increase in stomatal Ca2+ concentrations 
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(McAinsh et al., 1990). Cytosolic Ca2+ concentrations are affected by the uptake of 
Ca2+ by the roots, and by concentrations in the xylem (Nagata et al., 2004). 
Furthermore, in Commelina, a 3-fold increase in xylem sap Ca2+ was observed by 
increasing Ca2+ concentration in the provided nutrient solution from 1 mol m-3 to 8 
mol m-3, resulting in a decrease in gs (Atkinson et al., 1990). Additional work in 
Commelina revealed a reduction in gs when the Ca
2+ concentration in nutrient 
solution was increased from 4 mM to 15 mM (Ruiz et al., 1993). Drought stress has 
been shown to result in both decrease (Munns and King, 1988) and increased 
(Goodger et al., 2005) xylem Ca2+ concentrations, which may result in stomatal 
closure. However, it was found that a range of anions and cations measured in the 
xylem sap (including Ca2+) exhibited no correlation with decreased gs in Helianthus 
in response to soil drying (Gollan et al., 1992). Rather it was proposed that changes 
in xylem Ca2+ may increase plant sensitivity to ABA, and thus Ca2+ transported in 
the xylem may act as a secondary signal to regulate stomata (Schurr et al., 1992, 










1.6 Aims of the study 
 The aim of this research was to investigate the possible role of varying irrigation 
frequency on the production and water use of an ornamental bedding plant species, 
Pelargonium x hortorum. Initial experiments (Chapter 2) studied the effect of 
limiting water application on the leaf gas exchange, whole plant WUE and growth of 
P.hortorum by applying two irrigation frequencies: 1) frequent deficit irrigation 
(irrigation daily at 50 % ET of WW plants); 2) infrequent deficit irrigation (irrigation 
cumulatively every 4 days at 50 % of WW plants ET demand). This was followed by 
a series of experiments focused on the signalling mechanisms that controlled gas 
exchange and leaf water status in P.hortorum under the contrasting soil water deficit 
treatments that occurred as a result of the different irrigation frequencies (Chapter 3). 
Finally, tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) was used as a model species to investigate if 
differences in physiological responses to different irrigation frequencies (observed in 
P.hortorum) was determined by the spatial distribution of soil moisture under the 
different irrigation treatments, thereby altering root-to-shoot ABA signalling 
(Chapter 4). Tomato was selected for this series of experiments due to the difficult of 
obtaining root tissue samples and xylem sap from P.hortorum.  
The major objectives of this study were –  
1. To assess the impact of different irrigation frequencies on leaf gas exchange, 
plant development and water use efficiency in Pelargonium x hortorum 
2. To investigate whether there was a difference in the signalling mechanisms 
(both chemical and hydraulic) regulating leaf gas exchange in P.hortorum in 




3. Using tomato as a model species, to understand whether the response 
observed in P.hortorum in response to different soil water deficit regimes 





























Chapter 2 – Decreased irrigation frequency in Pelargonium x 
hortorum can reduce water use, maintain leaf growth and 
anthocyanin concentrations, and increase canopy compactness 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 Adapting irrigation scheduling is an essential agronomic approach that can be 
utilised to regulate crop growth and water use. Ornamental growers have often 
received criticism for inefficient approaches to irrigation, but many are now adopting 
more sustainable strategies (HTA, 2007), such as replacing overhead sprinklers with 
drip systems, which ensures more accurate placement of irrigation (Owen and 
Stoven, 2010). Altering irrigation frequency is one aspect of scheduling that may 
present a viable option to growers, particularly in nurseries with irrigation systems 
that can accurately monitor soil water availability and/or plant water status. 
Manipulating irrigation frequency has been used in arid or semi-arid regions where 
water is limited (Oktem et al., 2003), or in golf course management (Fu and 
Dernoeden, 2009), but has received little attention in the production of ornamental 
plants. 
 Ornamental growers aim to produce high-quality, high-value plants. In general, 
quality can be broadly defined in terms of plant compactness, enhanced foliar and 
floral characteristics (e.g. pigment composition), rooting characteristics and/or 
enhanced shelf life, although this will vary between species (Fustec and Beaujard, 
2000, Demotes-Mainard et al., 2008, Macfarlane et al., 2005). Historically, growers 
have manipulated many of these characteristics by applying chemical growth 
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regulators (Morel et al., 2012), but increased costs and awareness of environmental 
and health effects (along with pressure from consumers) may reduce the long-term 
viability of this approach (Lütken et al., 2012). The environmental impact of plant 
production is now a major consideration for consumers (Khachatryan and Choi, 
2014). Consequently, growers have looked increasingly to manipulate other aspects 
of plant production, such as regulating water availability, which often has positive 
results controlling growth and quality.  
 Implementing a controlled soil water deficit can tightly regulate growth by 
preventing vegetative expansion (Cameron et al., 2008). Evidence of success using 
this approach has been found in different species. In the flowering shrub 
Bougainvillea, applying a soil water deficit at 50 % of the plants daily 
evapotranspirative (ET) demand increased plant quality (increased floral index) and 
water productivity (Cirillo et al., 2014). In Petunia and Impatiens, whilst a 25 % ET 
water deficit decreased growth and flowering, water productivity (number of flowers 
per unit volume of water used) increased (Blanusa et al., 2009). Manipulating 
irrigation frequency may enable the imposition of mild soil water deficits, without 
imposing too severe a stress on the plants. 
 Pot-grown species are of particular interest as they typically require frequent 
irrigation events to prevent excessive soil drying (Warsaw et al., 2009). However, 
growers often overcompensate for this, which may lead to over-watering and can be 
damaging for plant production (Hamdy et al., 2003). By understanding the 
physiological effect of altering irrigation frequency, it may be possible to tailor the 
regime to the specific requirements of the plant. This may result in significant water 
savings; it has been estimated that increased efficiency of irrigation practices could 
reduce the water applied to containerised nursery crops by 25% (Regan, 1999). In 
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addition, this may lead to improvements in plant WUE, although this has shown 
mixed responses in ornamental species. For example, WUE increased in poinsettia 
(Morvant et al., 1998), but decreased in rose (Katsoulas et al., 2006) and 
Pelargonium capitatum (Eiasu et al., 2012). As increased WUE may be achieved by 
reducing irrigation inputs (whilst maximising characteristics associated with water 
use), this presents a challenge for growers (particularly if plant quality can be 
included in WUE calculations).  
 Currently, limited understanding of the impact of alternative irrigation strategies at 
the physiological level is a major barrier to their adoption (Morison et al., 2008). 
Many growers are still reliant on gained experience or basic measurements of soil 
moisture availability, although these techniques may fail to provide a sufficient 
indication of the water status of the plant. Simple measurements of plant physiology 
such as Ψleaf, gs and ET provide more valuable indicators of irrigation requirements 
(Jones, 2004). Monitoring physiological status under reduced irrigation frequency 
can allow growers to accurately schedule irrigation to ensure plants don’t receive 
severe stress, and to allow regular recovery periods from the imposed stress (Mielke 
et al., 2003, Souza et al., 2004). 
 To date, the impact of irrigation frequency on physiological responses has been 
shown to vary between species. In pot grown mango, decreasing irrigation frequency 
from daily to every 2 days resulted in reduced gs, A and E, which negatively 
impacted upon plant growth (Ouma, 2007), whilst in coleus, similar reductions in 
irrigation frequency had no impact upon gs, A or E (Scheiber et al., 2008). 
Furthermore, as irrigation frequency decreased, Ψleaf increased in pistachio (likely 
through a reduction in gs) (Pour et al., 2005), decreased in cotton (Radin et al., 1989) 
and St. Augustinegrass (Peacock and Dudeck, 1984), and did not change in maize 
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(despite a decrease in gs) (Zhang et al., 1998).  In addition, in Pelargonium 
capitatum, decreasing irrigation frequency pre-conditioned plants to be less 
susceptible to later periods of drought by maintaining Ψleaf, gs, E and leaf relative 
water content (Eiasu et al., 2012). These results suggest that irrigation frequency can 
induce a specific response in different species, further strengthening the argument 
that it should be adapted to the requirements of the plants. 
 The aim of study was therefore to assess the impact of limiting irrigation frequency 
on the production of Pelargonium x hortorum, and to determine whether 
physiological assessments of plant requirements can be used to better regulate 
irrigation inputs. Two irrigation frequencies were examined, including a frequent 
(irrigating plants daily at 50 % ET; FDI) and infrequent (delayed deficit irrigation; 
IDI) deficit irrigation programme, both of which provided the same volume of water 
to plants over the treatment period. The effect of these different irrigation 
frequencies on leaf gas exchange and leaf water status, and how this impacted upon 
plant growth, quality (plant compactness and leaf pigment composition), and whole 
plant water use efficiency was investigated.  
2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Plant culture  
 Pelargonium x hortorum BullsEye (zonal geranium) seeds were sown and 
germinated (three seeds initially, with two removed after germination) in individual 
13 cm x 11.3 cm (1.05 L) pots (Pöppelman TEKU®, Germany) containing a peat 
based substrate (Levington M3), for which a moisture release curve has previously 
been published (Dodd et al., 2010). Plants were grown at an average temperature of 
30 oC. Experiments were carried out in a naturally lit glasshouse compartment (5 m x 
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3 m), supplying supplementary lighting for a 14 h day photoperiod (0600 h-2000 h) 
when ambient PAR was less than 500 µmol m-2 s-1. The daily maximum temperature 
in the greenhouse was 37 °C with a night temperature of 17 °C, and the average daily 
relative humidity was 35.6±0.9 %. Daily VPD during sampling (1100 h-1300 h) is 
reported in Fig. 2.1. Environmental conditions in the centre of the glasshouse were 
recorded using a Hortimax growing solutions Ektron II (Pijnacker, The Netherlands). 
For each irrigation treatment (which were applied 6 weeks after germination) four 
plants were sampled every two days (48 plants total), and the experiment was 
repeated twice.  
Day

















Figure. 2.1. Vapour pressure deficit (VPD) in the greenhouse during sampling (1100 
h-1300 h) over the entire experimental period. Bars represent means ± SEM (n=3). 
Vertical lines indicate each re-watering event for the infrequent deficit irrigation 





Figure. 2.2. Images of Pelargonium x hortorum plants under well-watered (WW), 
infrequent (IDI) or frequent (FDI) deficit irrigation over the experimental period on 
days 8, 14, 20 and 24.  
 
2.2.2 Irrigation Treatments 
 Prior to starting treatments, individual plants and pots were weighed using a balance 
with a 0.1 g resolution (Scout Pro Portable balance, Ohaus, Switzerland) and watered 
daily to container capacity. Pot weight was measured at 0800 h each day to calculate 
daily ET of each plant, by accounting for any irrigation supplied in the previous 24 
h. To achieve well-watered (WW) conditions, all plants were watered until drainage 
was visible from the bottom of the pot.  Plants were then left to freely drain 
overnight, before being weighed to determine container capacity. Two groups of 
plants were subject to different irrigation regimes (Fig. 2.3a); infrequent (IDI; with-
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holding water with regular re-watering events), and frequent deficit irrigation (FDI; 
daily irrigation at 50% of WW plants ET). After 4 days of with-holding water, plants 
subject to IDI received the accumulated irrigation volume supplied to plants under 
FDI over the same cycle. To prevent any water loss, closed base trays (which tightly 
fitted the pot base) were placed under each pot at the point of re-watering to prevent 
evaporation and to ensure re-absorption of any leachate. Thus plants under both 
irrigation treatments received the same volume of water during the treatment period. 
Irrigation regimes were applied at week 6 after germination for both treatments (on 
plants selected with 14-15 leaves), over 24 days. Plants were exposed to six drying 
and re-watering cycles (IDI) or sustained irrigation at 50 % ET (FDI), and 
experiments were repeated twice (Fig. 2.2).   
2.2.3 Stomatal conductance (gs) measurements 
 gs was measured using a porometer (Model AP4, Delta-T Devices, Cambridge, UK).  
Two readings of gs were taken either side of the mid-rib on the youngest, fully 
expanded abaxial side of one leaf per plant. Measurements of gs were carried out 
every 2 days from the beginning of the treatment period. Additional measurements 
of gs were made on all plants over the duration of a drying-re-watering cycle (1 day 
prior to re-watering, and on 3 subsequent days). Diurnal measurements of gs were 
made after re-watering at the end of each drying period every 2 h from 0800 h to 
1600 h.  
2.2.4 Leaf water (Ψleaf) potential 
 Ψleaf was measured immediately after measurements of gs on the same leaf as 
described previously (Scholander et al., 1965), using a pressure chamber (Model 
3000F01 Plant Water Status Console; Soil Moisture Equipment Corp. Santa Barbara, 
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CA, USA). Detached leaves were transported in a sealed bag to the laboratory, and 
placed in the pressure chamber within 15 s of excision. Once in the chamber, the cut 
petiole was cleaned with deionised H2O and filter paper to remove cellular debris. 
Pressure was raised in the chamber at a rate of 0.02 MPa s-1, and Ψleaf was recorded 
when xylem sap collected on the surface of the cut petiole.  
2.2.5 Leaf pigment analysis 
 Leaf tissue samples for pigment analysis were collected from the anthocyanic zonal 
band (see Fig. 2.2) of the leaf at the end of each drying cycle. Leaf anthocyanin 
concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically. Frozen leaf tissue (15-20 
mg with an area of 0.6 cm2) was ground with 600 µl of Methanol 1% HCl (v/v), and 
then incubated overnight at 4°C with gentle shaking. 400 µl of Milli-Q water was 
added followed by chloroform extraction. 300 µl of the supernatant was added to 500 
µl Methanol 1% HCl (v/v):Milli-Q water (60:40 v/v), and the absorbance was then 
measured using a spectrophotometer. Anthocyanin absorbance (A530-0.25*A657) was 
used to calculate concentration of anthocyanin per gram fresh weight (Rabino and 
Mancinelli, 1986), which was used as an indicator of foliage quality. 
2.2.6 Growth, biomass & water use efficiency 
 Canopy volume, which was measured as the total height, width and breadth of the 
plant, was determined at the end of each 4 day drying period in order to assess the 
overall compactness of the plant. Plant material was harvested every 2 days after 
physiological measurements. Shoot fresh weight, which was separated into leaf and 
stem (including petioles), and root fresh weight (after separation from soil and 
careful cleaning) was measured. Leaf number was recorded, and total leaf area was 
measured using a leaf area machine (LI-3100C Area Meter, LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, 
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NE, USA). Plant material was dried in an oven at 80°C until a constant weight. WUE 
was determined as the ratio of plant dry mass to the total volume of water applied 
(applied WUE), or to plant evapotranspiration (evapotranspirative WUE).  
2.2.7 Statistical analysis 
 Differences between irrigation treatments on each day of sampling were determined 
by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) at p<0.05 using SPSS Statistics 20 
(IBM). When ANOVA was significant, means were discriminated using Tukey’s 
multiple comparison test. Where values were not normally distributed according to a 
Shapiro-Wilk test, data were Log transformed and re-tested. If values were again 
found not to be normally distributed, a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was used 
to determine if significant differences occurred between treatments and days. The six 
drying and re-wetting cycles were separated into two experimental phases, each 
comprising three drying and re-watering cycles to determine statistically whether 
experimental duration altered treatment effects of physiological responses. The effect 
of irrigation treatment and irrigation phase on the relationship between plant and soil 
variables was tested using a three-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). Altered 
sensitivity of the y-variable to the x-variable is indicated by a significant interaction 
term. All graphs were created using Sigmaplot 8 (Systat Software Inc.).  
2.3 Results 
 WW plants showed a steady increase in plant evapotranspiration over the 
experimental period (Fig. 2.3c). FDI resulted in a more stable ET, which was 
typically lower than WW plants, whilst IDI  showed a series of declines and peaks in 
ET, which corresponded with each re-watering event. Recovery time of ET was 
similar for plants under IDI under each cycle, generally increasing over 48 h after re-
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watering, before declining over the subsequent 24-48 h. IDI and FDI plants received 
the same volume of water over the experimental period (Fig. 2.3b), which 
corresponded to approximately 51% of that supplied to WW plants. 
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Figure. 2.3. a) Volume of water applied per treatment per day; b) total volume of 
water applied to each treatment over the entire experimental period; c) daily 
evapotranspiration for P.hortorum plants subject to well-watered (WW) conditions, 
frequent (FDI) or infrequent (IDI) deficit irrigation. Data are means ± SEM (n=13). 
Different letters indicate significant differences between irrigation treatments on 
each day according to a one-way ANOVA (p<0.05). Vertical lines indicate each re-





 Stomatal conductance was measured every 2 days over the experimental period 
(Fig. 2.4a), and was on average 691±102 mmol m-2 s-1 in WW plants (although there 
was a large decrease in gs in WW plants during the last week of the experiment – 
possibly as a consequence of environmental variation, or a limited rooting zone due 
to container size). FDI resulted in a gradual decrease in gs, which only showed 
significant reductions compared to WW plants from Day 8 (after which it was ~17% 
of WW plants over the sampling period). In contrast, IDI plants showed a rapid 
decrease in gs by Day 4, after which it remained at ~15% of WW plants for the 
remainder of the sampling period. Diurnal measurements of gs on the day after re-
watering of IDI plants revealed that although plants showed recovery within the first 
cycle (Table. 2.1), in subsequent cycles gs didn’t increase within 24 h of re-watering, 
but rather within 48 hours, similar to the relationship observed for ET (Fig. 2.4b). 
WW plants had the highest mean diurnal gs over the sampling period (Fig. 2.4c). At 
0800 h and 1600 h, there was no significant differences between FDI and IDI plants, 
but at 1200 h FDI plants showed a peak of gs which wasn’t observed under IDI. 
Stomatal conductance decreased consistently with decreasing soil moisture under 
both deficit irrigation treatments (Fig. 2.5a), with no differences between phases (no-
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Figure. 2.4. Stomatal conductance (gs) every two days over a) the entire 
experimental period (n=4); b) frequent (FDI) or infrequent (IDI) deficit irrigation 
from Day 8 (n=4); c) mean diurnal stomatal conductance (gs) 24 h after re-watering 
(n=25); d) leaf water potential (Ψleaf) every two days (n=4) of P.hortorum plants 
subject to well-watered (WW) conditions, FDI or IDI. Data are means ± SEM (n=4). 
Vertical lines indicate each re-watering event for the IDI treatment, and each Phase 
is indicated by horizontal lines. Diurnal gs data in panel c) is the mean of five diurnal 
measurement cycles over the experimental period. Different letters indicate 
significant differences between irrigation treatments on each day according to a one-










  Time     
Day Treatment 0800 1000 1200 1400 1600 
5 WW 714±58 614±61 771±55 839±89 677±92 
 FDI 503±56 581±37 679±75 656±68 497±81 
 IDI 443±97 436±63 598±97 676±119 588±102 
9 WW 748±111 958±70 1002±3 1047±34 899±88 
 FDI 266±120 492±106 768±114 538±124 156±114 
 IDI 193±24 455±96 473±88 545±139 196±54 
13 WW 672±141 752±126 544±129 521±116 501±94 
 FDI 182±15 301±50 269±88 189±19 454±97 
 IDI 135±12 200±39 90±36 107±16 137±30 
17 WW 581±120 767±108 921±66 728±104 348±115 
 FDI 275±119 334±129 403±141 425±129 194±24 
 IDI 119±8 144±28 74±22 24±7 68±5 
21 WW 597±105 906±70 1040±40 1000±10 556±122 
 FDI 142±14 348±103 535±132 656±133 204±27 
 IDI 148±12 115±21 66±16 38±10 38±10 
 
Table. 2.1. Diurnal measurements of stomatal conductance (gs) of P.hortorum plants 
subject to either well-watered (WW) conditions, frequent (FDI) or infrequent deficit 
irrigation (IDI). Data are means SEM of all measurements (n=5) carried out during 
the sampling period for all irrigation treatments. 
 
 The average Ψleaf in WW plants over the course of the sampling period was -0.8±0.1 
MPa (Fig. 2.4d), but it decreased on Days 10 and 18, which coincided with increased 
VPD (Fig. 2.1). Ψleaf of FDI plants gradually increased over the sampling period 
which, from Day 8 was generally more positive than WW plants (except on Day 12). 
This is in contrast to IDI plants, which showed a decrease in Ψleaf and after Day 12 
was lower than WW plants (significantly lower on Days 4 and12). There were no 
phase effects for Ψleaf (Table. 2.2), but consequently, Ψleaf did not decrease as soil 
moisture decreased under IDI (Fig. 2.5b) and thus did not correlate with gs (Fig. 
2.5c). In contrast, FDI showed an increase in Ψleaf over the experimental period 














































































































Figure. 2.5. a) Log stomatal conductance (gs); and b) leaf water potential (Ψleaf) in 
response to soil drying; c) relationship between Ψleaf and gs of P.hortorum under 
different irrigation treatments over two experimental phases. Open symbols show 
data from plants subject to frequent deficit irrigation (FDI), whilst closed symbols 
show data from plants subject to infrequent deficit irrigation (IDI) (n=56). Half & 
half symbols show data from well-watered (WW) plants (n=28). Data points are 
paired individual samples, regression line is fitted for data where θpot ranged from 1-




Table. 2.2. F- and P-values from a three-way ANCOVA testing the interactive 
effects of applying either frequent (FDI) or infrequent (IDI) deficit irrigation to 
P.hortorum plants on stomatal conductance (gs) and leaf water potential (Ψleaf), and 
the relationship between Ψleaf and gs (Fig. 2.5). Interactive effects were tested on data 



























































































































































Figure. 2.6. a) Canopy volume (Vol); b) shoot fresh weight (Shoot FW); c) leaf area; 
and d) root fresh weight (Root FW) every two-four days of P.hortorum plants 
subject to well-watered (WW) conditions, frequent (FDI) or infrequent (IDI) deficit 
irrigation. Data are means ± SEM (n=4-5). Different letters indicate significant 
differences between irrigation treatments on each day according to a one-way 
ANOVA (p<0.05). Vertical lines indicate each re-watering event for the IDI 
treatment, and each Phase is indicated by horizontal lines.  
 θpot vs gs  θpot vs Ψleaf   Ψleaf vs gs  
 F value P value F value P value  F value P value 
Treatment 3.897 0.051 21.840 <0.001 Treatment 3.834 0.053 
θpot 119.002 <0.001 11.002 0.001 Ψleaf 1.503 0.223 
Phase 4.969 0.028 0.271 0.604 Phase 1.531 0.218 
Treatment*θpot 2.419 0.123 9.854 0.002 Treatment* Ψleaf 6.106 0.015 
Phase*Treatment 1.229 0.270 4.971 0.028 Phase*Treatment 3.910 0.050 
Phase*θpot 0.309 0.579 1.064 0.304 Phase* Ψleaf 0.484 0.488 
Phase*Treatment
*θpot 





 Plant growth, assessed by canopy volume, was similar for all treatments until Day 
10 (Fig. 2.6a). However, by the end of the second week, the volume of the WW 
plants was approximately 30% larger than under either IDI or FDI. Similar 
reductions for both deficit irrigation treatments were observed after Day 10 for shoot 
fresh weight (Fig. 2.6b) and leaf area (Fig. 2.6c). By the end of the experimental 
period, FDI plants had significantly greater shoot fresh weight than IDI plants (71±1 
g and 60±4 g respectively). By Day 8, root fresh weight of both IDI and FDI had 
decreased compared to WW plants (Fig. 2.6d). These findings for biomass 
corresponded with WUE being initially higher under both IDI and FDI compared to 
WW plants up to Day 10 (Fig. 2.7a & b). On Days 6 and 10 IDI plants had a 
significantly higher applied WUE than WW plants (Fig. 2.7a), and a higher ET WUE 
on Days 4 and 12 (Fig. 2.7b). However, from Day 18 WW plants had the highest 
applied WUE, which corresponded with the relationship of shoot DW (Fig. 2.7c) and 
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Figure. 2.7. a) Applied water use efficiency (WUE); b) evapotranspirative WUE; c) 
shoot dry weight (Shoot DW); and d) total water applied over the entire experiment 
(cumulatively until harvest) every two days of P.hortorum plants subject to well-
watered (WW) conditions, frequent (FDI) or infrequent (IDI) deficit irrigation over 
the entire experimental period. Data are means ± SEM (n=4). Different letters 
indicate significant differences between irrigation treatments on each day according 
to a one-way ANOVA (p<0.05). Vertical lines indicate each re-watering event for 
the IDI treatment, and each Phase is indicated by horizontal lines.  
 
 The mean anthocyanin concentration over the experimental period for WW plants 
was 26.6±1.8 mg cm2. No significant differences were found between IDI and WW 
plants for anthocyanin concentration over the entire experimental period (Fig. 2.8). 
However, FDI had a significantly higher anthocyanin concentration than both WW 
and IDI plants on Day 8, and was lower than WW plants on Days 16 and 20 (albeit 
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Figure. 2.8. Leaf anthocyanin concentration every four days of P.hortorum plants 
subject to well-watered (WW) conditions, frequent (FDI) or infrequent (IDI) deficit 
irrigation. Data are means ± SEM (n=4). Different letters indicate significant 
differences between irrigation treatments on each day according to a one-way 
ANOVA (p<0.05). Vertical lines indicate each re-watering event for the IDI 
treatment, and each Phase is indicated by horizontal lines.  
 
2.4 Discussion 
 Modifying irrigation frequency is a strategy that could potentially be implemented 
in nurseries as a water saving technique (Beeson, 2006). Both deficit irrigation 
treatment groups received 50% of WW plants ET demand (cumulatively at the same 
volume), but at different irrigation frequencies (Fig. 2.3b). Plants were grown in an 
organic peat-based compost, typical of the substrate used in approximately 40% of 
horticultural growing products (DEFRA, 2010). This substrate is favoured because 
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of its high water holding capacity, but it can also quickly become hydrophobic, 
making it difficult for re-watering (Michel et al., 2001). Reducing irrigation 
frequency, particularly in a container based system, must therefore be considered 
carefully to provide adequate re-watering, and also to prevent excessive loss of 
moisture.  
 Reducing the irrigation frequency created a situation where plants under IDI showed 
a series of increases in ET after re-watering (typically within 24 h), followed by a 
decrease over the subsequent 24 h (Fig. 2.3c). Plants under FDI showed a more 
stable rate of ET over the experimental period, albeit lower than WW plants. The 
peaks of ET under IDI suggest a rapid (1-2 days), partial recovery of leaf gas 
exchange upon re-watering (Fig. 2.4c). As the soil in each pot was almost entirely 
covered by the canopy at the time the different irrigation treatments were 
implemented, soil evaporative losses will be minimal across irrigation treatments.  
 Stomatal closure is a well characterised response to soil drying in P.hortorum, 
which is tightly regulated to limit water loss (Álvarez et al., 2013, Sánchez-Blanco  
et al., 2009). In the current study, gs decreased as soil moisture decreased under both 
IDI and FDI (Fig. 2.5a), but stomatal closure occurred earlier in IDI plants (Fig. 2.4 
a). This is possibly a consequence of the initially quicker depletion of soil moisture 
under IDI, but also the length of time in which water was with-held, likely enhancing 
the severity of the stress. Decreased gs, followed by partial recovery upon re-
watering (typically occurring 24-48 h after re-watering (Fig. 2.4b & c)), indicating 
that stomatal closure can partially explain the fluctuations observed in ET 
(Čerekovic et al., 2013). This supports the understanding that the stomata of 
P.hortorum are particularly sensitive to soil moisture availability (Sánchez-Blanco  
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et al., 2009, Arora et al., 1998), providing an important mechanism to prevent 
excessive water loss under soil water deficits. 
 Leaf water status can provide a valuable indicator of plant stress, as well as having a 
role in stomatal regulation (Buckley, 2005). Although initially all treatments showed 
similar Ψleaf even as soil moisture decreased (Fig. 2.5b), IDI showed reductions in 
Ψleaf compared to WW plants (Fig. 2.4d), albeit non-significant.  This suggests that 
over the course of the experimental period, IDI does not impose too severe a water 
deficit (out of the range of control plants) and may actually provide pre-conditioning 
to other stressful conditions such as VPD (Fig. 2.1), which may explain the decrease 
in Ψleaf of WW plants on Day 10 for P.hortorum (particularly as Ψleaf has been 
shown to be sensitive to changes in VPD (Kramer, 1988)). In contrast under FDI 
(Table. 2.2), where the slower imposition of soil drying, along with regular re-
watering and the more gradual reductions in gs may have acted to maintain a more 
positive Ψleaf (Fig. 2.4d & 2.5b, c). P.hortorum has previously been shown to have a 
low lethal Ψleaf threshold but particularly sensitive stomata, which provide a 
regulatory mechanism for water loss (Augé et al., 2003). This may have a useful 
application in conditioning plants for future, unexpected periods of drought stress, 
although the lower Ψleaf observed under IDI may have more deleterious effects on 
plant growth and development. Given gs decreased similarly between the irrigation 
treatments without a consistent change in Ψleaf, the unifying regulatory mechanism 
behind this response is unclear, and may point towards a chemical signal (Dodd, 
2003).  
 Significant differences in growth and biomass were detected between WW plants 
and those under both IDI and FDI by Day 12 (Fig. 2.6), which is consistent with 
previous work examining a drought stress and recovery response in P.hortorum 
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(Sánchez-Blanco  et al., 2009). By the end of the experimental period shoot FW was 
significantly reduced in IDI plants compared to FDI plants, implying that prolonged 
exposure to cycles of withholding irrigation and re-watering eventually decreased 
plant growth. This may be due to limited leaf expansion at a lower Ψleaf (Munns et 
al., 2000), although leaf expansion can decrease without a decrease in Ψleaf (Martin-
Vertedor and Dodd, 2011). However, plants that are smaller and more compact are 
favoured by growers for their aesthetic value, and because they are more suitable for 
transport and handling by retailers (Cameron et al., 2008). In addition, regulating 
plant growth via deficit irrigation frequency may reduce the use of chemical growth 
retardants. Taken together, this shows that the ornamental (and perhaps economic) 
value of plants can be increased by altering deficit irrigation frequency. 
  The above changes in biomass correlate with two distinct periods of plant WUE 
during the experimental period. As no differences were observed for shoot DW until 
Day 12 (Fig. 2.7d), both IDI and FDI plants had higher applied and ET WUE (Fig. 
2.7a & b) than WW plants (Phase 1 – driven by stomatal responses), but this effect 
was lost by the end of the experimental period (Phase 2 – biomass driven response). 
There is limited information regarding the effects of irrigation frequency on WUE. 
Of those, greenhouse-based studies with the same irrigation volumes showed varied 
responses. When irrigation frequency was reduced, WUE increased in cucumber 
(Wang et al., 2009), had no effect on lettuce (Xu et al., 2004), and decreased in rose 
plants (Katsoulas et al., 2006), highlighting large variation between species. 
However, WUE was not monitored continuously throughout these studies, and thus 
there may be optimal periods for WUE. For instance, in pot grown tedera plants 
subject to a single period of drying and re-watering, there was a peak of intrinsic 
WUE (iWUE; leaf photosynthesis/gs) during the drying phase (Foster et al., 2015). 
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Therefore, it is clear that this requires further research across more species, 
particularly if irrigation frequency can deliver short-term benefits in WUE (such as 
in P.hortorum).  
 Another important ornamental characteristic of P.hortorum is the anthocyanic 
‘zonal’ banding on the leaves (Liakopoulos and Spanorigas, 2012). There is little 
evidence that foliar anthocyanin accumulation can be directly increased though soil 
water deficits (Steyn et al., 2002). Nevertheless, it has been suggested that the 
presence of high anthocyanin may correlate with drought tolerance (or rather the 
presence of stress conditions) (Chalker-Scott, 1999), although this has been 
questioned (Manetas, 2006). In this study, no significant differences in anthocyanin 
concentration were found between IDI or FDI plants (Fig. 2.8), indicating that 
decreasing irrigation frequency does not negate leaf quality. This is consistent with 
previous work in P.hortorum where no loss in leaf colour was found under regulated 
deficit irrigation treatments (Álvarez et al., 2013), suggesting that water savings can 
be achieved whilst maintaining foliar quality (which may in fact have more value for 
ornamental growers). 
2.5 Conclusions 
 Taken together, these results show that growers can adapt their irrigation scheduling 
dependent upon whether their aims are to reduce water consumption, improve WUE, 
or increase ornamental quality. Less frequent deficit irrigation resulted in a series of 
peaks and declines in ET, earlier reduction in gs and a lower Ψleaf compared to plants 
subject to FDI. Neither deficit irrigation treatment diminished foliage quality. IDI 
and FDI both result in decreased plant growth over time compared to WW plants, 
with IDI plants the smallest by the end of the experimental period. This was reflected 
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in WUE, which was higher under both IDI and FDI over the first 10 days, but was 
lower after Day 10. However, in an ornamental species such as P.hortorum, the 
increased ornamental quality (decreased canopy volume) along with reduced water 
inputs may be considered more favourable than any change in WUE. Therefore, it is 
clear that irrigation volume can be decreased whilst maintaining foliar quality and 
increasing canopy compactness, thus increasing the ornamental value of the plants, 
reducing irrigation costs, and ultimately increasing the sustainability of irrigation 
practices. If this irrigation strategy can be adopted on a commercial scale, there may 













Chapter 3 - Stomatal closure of Pelargonium x hortorum in response 
to soil water deficit is associated with decreased leaf water potential 
only under rapid soil drying  
 
3.1 Introduction  
The increasing scarcity of freshwater water resources world-wide makes the 
development of sustainable irrigation practices a key challenge for agriculture. An 
improved understanding of the physiological mechanisms by which plants respond 
to reduced water availability and how these can be manipulated is therefore essential 
to improve the efficiency of plant water use (Álvarez et al., 2013). Stomatal closure 
is a primary response to water deficit that decreases transpirational water loss, 
thereby contributing to plant survival during periods of drought (Bahrun et al., 
2002), but can limit photosynthesis and biomass accumulation. Partial stomatal 
closure without limiting photosynthesis represents an important target for increasing 
water use efficiency (WUE). 
 Hydraulic and chemical signals have both been implicated in regulating stomatal 
responses to water deficit (Wilkinson and Davies, 2010). There is evidence that 
stomata close in response to decreased Ψleaf, acting as a regulatory feedback 
mechanism, possibly as a consequence of reduced Ψleaf increasing stomatal 
sensitivity to ABA (Tardieu and Davies, 1992, Buckley, 2005). In addition, root 
pressurisation experiments in bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) and Hymenoclea salsola 
grown in drying soil show stomatal opening coincident with recovery of Ψleaf 
(Comstock and Mencuccini, 1998, Mencuccini et al., 2000) suggesting that stomatal 
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closure occurs in response to leaf water deficits. However , there is also evidence 
that stomatal closure can occur in the absence of any change in Ψleaf (Bates and Hall, 
1981, Sobeih et al., 2004), and that stomatal closure can maintain Ψleaf under water 
deficits thereby maintaining leaf turgor (Sperry et al., 2002). In Chapter 2, stomata of 
Pelargonium x hortorum closed in response to soil drying under two different deficit 
irrigation frequencies, without a consistent response of Ψleaf (Fig. 2.5). Furthermore, 
root pressurisation (that returned leaves to full turgor) in wheat and sunflower failed 
to prevent stomatal closure in response to soil drying (Gollan et al., 1986). These 
conflicting findings suggest the existence of root-supplied chemical signals that 
regulate stomatal behaviour.  
 The plant hormone ABA is known to regulate stomatal conductance in response to 
reduced water availability. ABA is synthesised either in the roots and transported to 
the shoots, or locally in the leaves, where it activates a complex signalling network 
leading to stomatal closure (Kim et al., 2010, Merilo et al., 2014). In many species 
stomatal closure is correlated with increased leaf xylem ABA concentration ([X-
ABA]leaf) (Wilkinson and Davies, 2002). However, it can be difficult to distinguish 
whether increased [X-ABA]leaf is a cause or a consequence of stomatal closure, since 
a slowing of transpiration rate (and thus sap flow) is expected to increase the 
concentration of all xylem sap constituents (Dodd et al., 2008). Nevertheless, in 
maize (Zhang and Davies, 1991) and lupin (Correia and Pereira, 1995) there is a 
consistent relationship between leaf transpiration and [X-ABA]leaf in both detached 
leaves and intact plants. Furthermore, removing ABA from maize xylem sap 
removed its antitranspirant activity (Zhang and Davies, 1991).  In contrast, although 
[X-ABA]leaf increases under water stress in wheat, feeding synthetic ABA at these 
concentrations to detached wheat leaves does not elicit stomatal closure (Munns and 
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King, 1988). Additionally, wheat xylem sap retains its antitranspirant effect 
following removal of ABA, suggesting the presence of other antitranspirant 
compounds in xylem sap (Munns and King, 1988). Taken together, these data 
suggest that although ABA can close stomata, in many instances it may not be the 
sole and/or primary regulator (Loveys et al., 1987, Buckley, 2005).   
 Other chemical signals have also been implicated in regulating stomatal closure. 
Alkalisation of the xylem sap affects the partitioning of ABA between apoplast and 
symplast, causing an increase in apoplastic ABA accumulation, thereby increasing 
both the delivery of ABA to the guard cells and also stomatal sensitivity to ABA 
(Patonnier et al., 1999, Schachtman and Goodger, 2008, Wilkinson and Davies, 
2002, Wilkinson et al., 2007). Nitrate concentrations in the xylem sap can decrease 
in response to soil drying (Bahrun et al., 2002), and decreased nitrate concentrations 
are often associated with alkalisation of the xylem sap (Dodd et al., 2003). However, 
xylem nitrate can also increase under soil drying (Goodger et al., 2005), and this can 
also lead to alkalisation of the xylem sap and stomatal closure (Wilkinson et al., 
2007). Soil drying can either increase (Ernst et al., 2010, Goodger et al., 2005) or 
decrease (Munns and King, 1988) xylem Ca2+ concentrations, whilst increases in 
Ca2+ within the xylem (Kim et al., 2010, Merilo et al., 2014, Ruiz et al., 1993) or the 
guard cell cytosol (Gilroy et al., 1991, McAinsh et al., 1990) can cause stomatal 
closure. In addition, other plant hormones such as ethylene may have a role in 
regulating stomatal closure, either directly or through interactions with ABA 
(Wilkinson and Davies, 2010, Chen et al., 2013).  
 Despite evidence for both hydraulic and chemical signals decreasing stomatal 
conductance in response to reduced water availability, different species may adopt 
different signalling mechanisms to initiate stomatal closure (Wilkinson and Davies, 
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2010). One of the clearest examples is that apricots (Prunus armeniaca) show 
minimal change in [X-ABA]leaf in response to soil drying, indicating that ABA does 
not have a key role in stomatal regulation, whereas in grapevine (Vitis vinifera), [X-
ABA]leaf increases in response to soil drying and is tightly linked to stomatal closure 
(Loveys, 1984, Loveys et al., 1987). These findings highlight the need to understand 
how physiological responses to water availability differ between species (Sharp and 
Davies, 2009), to assist in designing appropriate irrigation management systems for 
different species. 
  Irrigation scheduling is an important tool for modifying crop quality and yield, and 
several approaches can be adopted. Imposing water deficits (typically called ‘deficit 
irrigation’) is one such strategy, although there can be considerable variation in this 
approach. Water deficits may be ‘transient’ (McCarthy, 1997), where water is 
completely withheld for a defined period of time, or ‘sustained’, where plants are 
supplied with a percentage of daily ET requirements (Fernandes-Silva et al., 2010). 
This raises the question as to whether these contrasting approaches have similar 
effects on crop physiological responses. 
 To date, applying deficit irrigation strategies to bedding plant species has received 
relatively little attention (Álvarez et al., 2013). Pelargonium x hortorum is an annual 
bedding plant species, popular for its attractive ornamental characteristics (both 
flowers and foliage). Whilst stomata of this species close in response to soil drying 
allowing plants to survive under prolonged water stress (Álvarez et al., 2013), little is 
known about the mechanisms regulating this closure. Previous results (Chapter 2; 
Figs. 2.4 & 2.5) highlighted that stomata of P.hortorum would close in response to 
soil drying, but Ψleaf was not consistently related to stomatal closure (Fig. 2.5c). 
Therefore the role of long-distance chemical signals including ABA and other 
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xylem-borne antitranspirants (as well as investigating potential secondary roles for 
Ψleaf) in stomatal closure of P.hortorum subject to different types of soil drying was 
investigated by comparing physiological responses to withholding irrigation versus 
supplying a fraction of crop evapotranspirational needs. 
3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Plant culture  
 Pelargonium x hortorum BullsEye (zonal geranium) seeds were germinated under 
similar conditions as reported in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.1). Plants were grown at an 
average temperature of 24 oC, with a daily maximum temperature in the greenhouse 
of 27 °C and a night temperature of 17 °C. Environmental conditions in the centre of 
the glasshouse were recorded using a Hortimax growing solutions Ektron II 
(Pijnacker, The Netherlands), and were used to estimate atmospheric vapour pressure 
deficit (VPD) during the sampling period (1100h to 1300 h; Fig. 3.1a). Twenty 
plants were grown per irrigation treatment, with five plants per irrigation treatment 
measured per day for each of the variables described below. Consistency of plant 
material was based on the leaf number of individual plants. The experiment was 



















































Figure. 3.1. a) Vapour pressure deficit (VPD) in the greenhouse when plants were 
measured (1100 h to 1300h) where irrigation was withheld (Days 16-19; days of 
withholding water in parenthesis) or supplied at a fraction of daily 
evapotranspiration (ET; both 75% and 50% ET)) (Days 15 & 20). Bars represent 
means ± SEM (n=3). Different letters within panel indicate significant differences 
according to a one-way ANOVA (p<0.05). b) Whole-pot gravimetric water content 
(θpot) of P.hortorum where irrigation was withheld (Days 16-19; days of withholding 
water in parenthesis) or where irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily ET (Days 




3.2.2 Irrigation Treatments 
 Irrigation treatments applied were adapted from Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.2). During 
plant establishment, all pots were weighed using a balance with a 0.1 g resolution 
(Scout Pro Portable balance, Ohaus, Switzerland) and watered daily to container 
capacity. Pot weight was measured at 0800 h each day and was used to calculate 
daily ET, by accounting for any irrigation supplied in the previous 24 h. Immediately 
prior to starting treatments, all plants were watered at 1600 h until drainage was 
visible from the bottom of the pot.  Plants were then left to freely drain overnight, 
before being weighed to determine (WW) container capacity. During the treatment 
period, all plants were watered twice daily (0800 h and 1600 h) to maintain water 
availability at either WW or treatment level, and to prevent excessive soil drying 
overnight. Plants were subject to two different deficit irrigation treatments (Fig. 3.2) 
by completely withholding irrigation for 4 days, or long term application of 
irrigation at a fraction of plant ET (irrigated at either 75 % or 50 % of WW ET) for 
20 d. Irrigation treatments were applied 7 and 9 weeks after germination respectively 
to ensure that sampling was carried out on plants of the same chronological age (on 
plants with approximately 50 leaves). A third group of plants were maintained under 
WW (100 % ET supplied daily) conditions and used as a reference. Sampling 
occurred in week 9, two weeks after one group of plants had received daily irrigation 
at a fraction of ET, and one day prior to irrigation being withheld in the remaining 
group of plants, and experiments were repeated on three occasions. All physiological 





3.2.3 Stomatal (gs) conductance 
 gs was measured as reported in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.3) using a porometer (Model 
AP4, Delta-T Devices, Cambridge, UK).  Measurements of gs were carried out over 
a 4 day period for plants where irrigation was withheld (Days 16-19 of the treatment 
period), and at Days 15 and 20 for plants receiving irrigation at a fraction of daily 







Figure. 3.2. Timetable of irrigation treatments and sampling. Irrigation was applied 
to plants at a fraction of ET on Day 0, and irrigation was withheld from a separate 
group of plants on Day 16. Black bar indicates plants were well-watered (WW); grey 
bar indicates irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily evapotranspiration (ET); 
white bar indicates irrigation was withheld. Black arrows indicate the day in which 
sampling was carried out for plants under each irrigation treatment.  
 
3.2.4. Leaf water (Ψleaf) potential 
 Ψleaf was measured immediately after measuring gs on the same leaf, using a 
pressure chamber (Model 3000F01 Plant Water Status Console; Soil Moisture 
Equipment Corp. Santa Barbara, CA, USA) as reported in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.4). 
After xylem sap was collected on the surface of the cut petiole, an overpressure of 
 








   











0.4 MPa was then applied to each leaf to collect xylem sap. The initial droplets of 
sap were discarded and each cut petiole was cleaned using filter paper, before sap 
was sampled for 3 min using a pipette. Xylem sap samples were stored in a 1.5 ml 
microfuge tube, immediately analysed for pH and different ionic components, and 
then frozen in liquid nitrogen. To investigate whether there were differences between 
localised and whole leaf Ψleaf, an additional group of plants were either subject to 
irrigation supplied at a fraction of daily ET, or irrigation withheld. Whole leaf Ψleaf 
measurements were carried out as described previously. Localised Ψleaf was 
measured by thermocouple psychrometry according to Martin-Vertedor and Dodd, 
2011 at two leaf positions by excising 8mm diameter leaf discs from each side of the 
leaf where gs was measured.  
3.2.5 Xylem sap analysis 
 After measuring Ψleaf, sap samples from each leaf were immediately assayed using a 
twin compact pH meter (Model B-212), and Ca2+ (Model B-751) and NO3
- (Model 
B-34X) ion-selective electrodes (Horiba Instruments Ltd, Northampton, UK). Sap 
samples were removed from the probe after each measurement, and returned to the 
microfuge tube prior to freezing and storage for further analysis. [X-ABA]leaf were 
determined by radioimmunoassay with the MAC252 monoclonal antibody (Quarrie 
et al., 1988).  
3.2.6 Soil water status 
After measuring gs and Ψleaf, the growth substrate (including plant roots) was 
removed from the pot and was weighed, dried in the oven for 7 days, and then 
reweighed to calculate gravimetric soil water content (θpot; Fig. 3.1b). To assess the 
variation in moisture status within the soil profile, soil moisture content (θ) was 
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measured using an ML2x ThetaProbe interfaced with a HH2 moisture meter (Delta-
T Devices; Cambridge, England) at 5 cm and 10 cm below the soil surface, over a 4 
day period when plants were either irrigated with a fraction of plant daily ET, or 
when irrigation was withheld. Measurements of θ at each depth were then used to 
calculate θpot via a calibration curve. 
3.2.7 Transpiration bioassay of detached leaves  
 The youngest, fully expanded leaves from individual WW plants that had been kept 
in the dark overnight were removed using a razor blade, and the petiole was 
immediately recut under distilled water to avoid embolism. Leaves were then 
immediately transferred to individual 10 ml conical flasks containing artificial xylem 
sap solution, and allowed to stabilise in the dark for 2 h in a growth chamber. The 
top of each conical flask was sealed with parafilm to reduce evaporative losses (but 
with a small cut to allow access for the petiole), and contained 10 ml of artificial 
xylem sap solution : 1 mM KH2PO4, 1 mM K2HPO4, 1 mM CaCl2, 0.1 mM MgSO4, 
3 mM KNO3, and 0.1 mM MnSO4 (Dodd et al., 2003). After 2h, leaves were then 
transferred to labelled conical flasks containing artificial sap augmented with 0, 10 
or 50 nM ABA, and were returned to the controlled growth chamber under artificial 
metal halide light (HR5005H, Siemens, Munich, Germany) delivering 250 µmol m-2 
s-1 at 24 °C, with a VPD of 0.62±0.05 kPa. Each flask (and leaf) was weighed 
initially with a four point balance, and then re-weighed every 50 min over a 200 min 
period. After the assay, gs of all leaves was measured. Individual leaf area was then 
measured using a leaf area meter (LI-3100C Area Meter, LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, NE, 





 Data from a single representative experiment are reported. Differences between 
irrigation treatments, and between days were evaluated by one-way analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) at p<0.05 using SPSS Statistics 20 (IBM). When ANOVA was 
significant, means were discriminated using Tukey’s multiple comparison test. 
Where values were not normally distributed according to a Shapiro-Wilk test, data 
were Log transformed and re-tested. If values were again found not to be normally 
distributed, a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test determined whether significant 
differences occurred between treatments and days. Analysis of Covariance 
(ANCOVA) determined whether irrigation treatment affected relationships between 
soil and plant variables. Altered sensitivity of the y-variable to the x-variable is 
indicated by a significant interaction term. Where significant, regressions were fitted 
in Sigmaplot 8 (Systat Software Inc.).  
3.3 Results 
 At the time of measurement, whole pot θpot (Fig. 3.1b) of WW plants was stable 
throughout the sampling period. Similarly, θpot was maintained when irrigation was 
applied at both 75 % and 50 % of plant ET but significantly lower (53% and 29% 
respectively) than the value in WW soil. Withholding irrigation significantly reduced 
θpot within 24 h, which continued to decline (albeit at a slower rate) throughout the 
experiment. θpot was also measured in the upper and lower levels of the soil profile 
(Table. 3.1). When plants received irrigation at a fraction of daily ET, soil moisture 
was higher within the upper level of the soil than the lower level, but still lower than 
in WW plants. When irrigation was withheld, soil moisture content decreased rapidly 




Table. 3.1. Gravimetric water content (θpot; g g-1) of P.hortorum plants subject to well-watered conditions (n=5), or from which irrigation was 
withheld (n=5) or supplied at a fraction of plant daily evapotranspiration (ET) (n=10) over a 4 day period. Sampling was at Days 16-19 after 
supplying irrigation at a fraction of plant daily ET was first applied, with days of withholding irrigation in parenthesis. Measurements were 
carried out in the upper (5 cm below the soil surface) and lower (10 cm below the soil surface) levels of the soil profile. Different letters within a 
column indicate significant differences according to a one-way ANOVA (p<0.05). Data are means ±SEM of all measurements.  
 
 
 Level Upper    Lower    
Treatment  Day 16 (0) Day 17 (1) Day 18 (2) Day 19 (3) Day 16 (0) Day 17 (1) Day 18 (2) Day 19 (3) 
WW  3.2±0.1 a 3.0±0.2 a 2.9±0.1 a 2.9±0.1 a 3.0±0.1 a 2.7±0.1 a  2.7±0.1 a  2.6±0.1 a 
Irrigation withheld  3.1±0.2 ab 1.0±0.1 b 0.5±0.0 b 0.5±0.0 b 2.9±0.1 a  1.1±0.1 b 0.7±0.0 b   0.7±0.0 b 
Irrigation at 75 % ET  2.7±0.2 ab 2.2±0.3 a 2.7±0.3 a 2.6±0.3 a 1.9±0.0 b 1.5±0.3 b 1.1±0.1 b  1.1±0.1 b 
Irrigation at 50 % ET  2.1±0.3 b 1.8±0.3 b 2.2±0.3 a 2.2±0.3 a 0.8±0.5 c  0.9±0.4 b 0.2±0.0 c  0.2±0.0 b 
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 In WW plants, average stomatal conductance was 99±16 mmol m-2 s-1 during the 
study. Withholding irrigation significantly reduced gs (by 56 % compared to WW 
plants) within 24 hours, with further decreases over time (Fig. 3.3a). In plants where 
irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily ET, gs decreased (compared to WW 
plants) over the two days of sampling by 69 % and 85 % at 75 % ET and 50 % ET, 
respectively (Fig. 3.3b). Stomatal closure of P.hortorum under both deficit irrigation 
treatments correlated with decreased θpot (Fig. 3.4). However, the relationship 
between gs and θpot was similar in both deficit irrigation treatments (there was no 
significant treatment x θpot interaction) especially at θpot > 1g g-1.  
 Xylem sap pH, and xylem NO3
- and Ca2+ concentrations did not change 
significantly with soil drying irrespective of how irrigation treatments were imposed 
(Table. 3.2). When irrigation was withheld, [X-ABA]leaf significantly increased (6-
fold) within 24 h of ceasing irrigation, and [X-ABA]leaf continued to increase over 
subsequent days (Fig. 3.3c). On both sampling dates, [X-ABA]leaf significantly 
increased in plants provided with 50 % ET (Fig. 3.3d). [X-ABA]leaf increased 
significantly with decreasing θpot under both deficit irrigation treatments (Fig. 3.5). 
However, the contrasting irrigation treatments resulted in a different response 
(significant treatment x θpot interaction) suggesting that plants receiving irrigation at 
a fraction of daily ET show an attenuated [X-ABA]leaf response compared to those 
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Figure. 3.3. Mean stomatal conductance (gs) as a percentage of well-watered (WW) 
controls (a, b), log xylem sap ABA concentrations ([X-ABA]leaf) (c, d) and whole 
leaf leaf water potential (Ψleaf) (e, f) in P.hortorum plants recorded on each day of 
sampling where irrigation was withheld (a, c, e) and where irrigation was supplied at 
a fraction of daily evapotranspiration (ET) (b, d, f). Different letters within a panel 
indicate significant differences on each day according to a one-way ANOVA 








Treatment  pH Ca2+ (mM) NO3- (mM) 
Irrigation withheld  5.9±0.1 a 0.7±0.1 a 0.4±0.0 a 
Irrigation at a fraction of daily ET 75 % 6.0±0.5 a 0.5±0.2 a 0.4±0.1 a 
 50 % 6.1±0.2 a 0.5±0.3 a 0.4±0.1 a 
WW  5.9±0.4 a 0.4±0.1 a 0.4±0.0 a 
 
Table. 3.2. Mean xylem sap pH, calcium (Ca2+; mM) and nitrate (NO3
-; mM) of 
P.hortorum plants subject to well-watered (WW) conditions (n=20), or from which 
irrigation was withheld (n=20) or supplied at a fraction of plant daily 
evapotranspiration (ET) (n=10). Different letters within a column indicate significant 
differences according to a one-way ANOVA (p<0.05). Data are means ±SEM of all 
measurements carried out during the sampling period for both deficit irrigation 
treatments (over a 4 day period when irrigation was withheld, or on 2 days when 
irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily ET). 
 
 When irrigation was withheld, Ψleaf significantly decreased within 24 h of treatments 
being applied, which persisted over the sampling period (Fig. 3.3e). In contrast, 
plants receiving irrigation at a fraction of daily ET showed no variation in Ψleaf on 
the first day of sampling, and on the second day of sampling (Day 20) WW plants 
actually had a significantly lower Ψleaf than those where irrigation was applied at a 
fraction of daily ET (Fig. 3.3f). The decreased Ψleaf of WW plants (Fig. 3.3f) is likely 
explained by a higher rate of transpiration, where ET was 3.0±0.2 µl H2O cm
-2 h-1 
and 5.0±0.4 µl H2O cm
-2 h-1 for WW plants on Days 15 and 20 respectively, possibly 
due to differences in VPD on these two days. Consequently, the two irrigation 
treatments differed in the response of Ψleaf to θpot, such that Ψleaf decreased as water 
availability decreased when irrigation was withheld, whilst no significant 
relationship was found in plants when irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily 
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Figure. 3.4. Log stomatal conductance (gs) of P.hortorum in drying soil (whole-pot 
gravimetric water content - θpot) under different irrigation treatments. Closed circles 
show data from plants where irrigation was withheld (n= 38) on Days 16-19 (days of 
withholding irrigation in parenthesis); open circles show data from plants where 
irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily evapotranspiration (ET) (n= 28) on Days 
15 & 20.  Data points are paired individual samples, regressions line is fitted and P 
values reported. P values from ANCOVA reported.  
 
Similar relationships were observed when whole leaf and localised measurements of 
Ψleaf were compared under each irrigation treatment (Table. 3.3), the only exception 
being that no decrease in Ψleaf was observed at the localised level when irrigation 
was withheld. When irrigation was withheld, decreased whole leaf Ψleaf correlated 
with decreased gs, whilst in plants where irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily 
ET, Ψleaf significantly increased as gs decreased although the correlation was weak 
(R2 = 0.19, p = 0.02; Fig. 3.7). Decreased Ψleaf was correlated with increased [X-
ABA]leaf in plants where irrigation was withheld, but no relationship was found 
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between Ψleaf and [X-ABA]leaf when irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily ET 
(Fig. 3.8). Under both deficit irrigation treatments, relationships between Ψleaf, and 
both gs and [X-ABA]leaf differed depending whether irrigation was supplied at a 
fraction of daily ET, or withheld (significant treatment x Ψleaf interactions). 
 
 
Table. 3.3. Whole leaf (n= 8) and localised (leaf disc; n=16) leaf water potential 
(Ψleaf) measured over two soil moisture ranges in plants where irrigation was either 
withheld, or supplied at a fraction of daily evapotranspiration (ET). Different letters 
within each treatment and Ψleaf measurement indicate significant differences 
according to a one-way ANOVA (p<0.05). Data are means ±SEM of all 









Treatment Moisture range Whole leaf Ψleaf (MPa)  Localised Ψleaf (MPa) 
Irrigation withheld 3.0 – 3.5 g g-1 -0.62±0.02a -1.08±0.05a 
 1.0 – 1.5 g g-1 -0.78±0.04b -0.97±0.08a 
Irrigation at a fraction of daily ET 3.0 – 3.5 g g-1 -0.62±0.02b -1.08±0.05b 
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Figure. 3.5. Log leaf xylem abscisic acid concentration ([X-ABA]leaf) of P.hortorum 
in drying soil (whole-pot gravimetric water content - θpot) under different irrigation 
treatments. Closed symbols show data from plants where irrigation was withheld (n= 
38) on Days 16-19 (days of withholding irrigation in parenthesis); open symbols 
show data from plants where irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily 
evapotranspiration (ET) (n= 23) on Days 15 & 20. Different symbols indicate each 
day of sampling. Data points are paired individual samples, regressions lines fitted 
and P values reported. P values from ANCOVA reported.  
 
 Stomatal conductance declined similarly with increasing [X-ABA]leaf (Fig. 3.9) 
under both deficit irrigation treatments (no significant treatment x ABA interaction), 
explaining 76% of the variation in gs. To determine whether this relationship was 
causal, detached leaves were fed synthetic ABA in a growth chamber, which 
decreased the transpiration rate (TR) as ABA concentrations increased (Fig. 3.10a). 
Higher ABA concentrations decreased TR more rapidly, with significant decreases 
in leaf TR (compared to control leaves) detected after 50 and 100 min for 50 nM and 
10 nM ABA respectively. At these concentrations, TR decreased by 22% and 39 % 
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(mean data from 150-200 min) in leaves fed with 10 nM and 50 nM ABA 
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Figure. 3.6. Whole leaf leaf water potential (Ψleaf) of P.hortorum in drying soil 
(whole-pot gravimetric water content - θpot) under different irrigation treatments. 
Closed symbols show data from plants where irrigation was withheld (n= 38) on 
Days 16-19 (days of withholding irrigation in parenthesis); open symbols show data 
from plants where irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily evapotranspiration 
(ET) (n= 28) on Days 15 & 20. Different symbols indicate each day of sampling. 
Data points are paired individual samples, regressions lines fitted and P values 
reported. P values from ANCOVA reported. 
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 At the end of the TR bioassay, gs of leaves provided with 10 nM and 50 nM ABA 
was significantly decreased by 30 % and 62 % respectively compared to control 
leaves (Fig. 3.10c). When gs of detached leaves was compared to whole plant gs 
within a similar range of [X-ABA]leaf (±5 nM of each ABA concentration used in the 
bio-assay), gs was significantly lower in intact plants at lower ABA concentrations 
(124±18 mmol m-2 s-1 and 207±29 mmol m-2 s-1, for whole and detached leaves 
respectively). However, this is a likely consequence of the higher VPD in the 
glasshouse (1.7±0.2 kPa) than the growth chamber (0.6±0.1 kPa). In contrast, there 
were no significant differences in gs between detached leaves and attached leaves at 
[X-ABA]leaf concentrations of 50 nM (Fig. 3.10c).  
 
Figure. 3.7. Log stomatal conductance (gs) of P.hortorum in response to whole leaf 
leaf water (Ψleaf) potential under different irrigation treatments. Closed symbols 
show data from plants where irrigation was withheld (n= 38) on Days 16-19 (days of 
withholding irrigation in parenthesis); open symbols show data from plants where 
irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily evapotranspiration (ET) (n= 28) on Days 
15 & 20. Different symbols indicate each day of sampling. Data points are paired 
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Figure. 3.8. Log xylem sap abscisic acid concentration ([X-ABA]leaf) of P.hortorum 
in response to whole leaf leaf water potential (Ψleaf) under different irrigation 
treatments. Closed symbols show data from plants where irrigation was withheld (n= 
38) on Days 16-19 (days of withholding irrigation in parenthesis); open symbols 
show data from plants where irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily 
evapotranspiration (ET) (n= 23) on Days 15 & 20. Different symbols indicate each 
day of sampling. Data points are paired individual samples, regressions lines fitted 
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Figure. 3.9. Log stomatal conductance (gs) of P.hortorum in response to log xylem 
sap abscisic acid concentration ([X-ABA]leaf) under different irrigation treatments. 
Closed symbols show data from plants where irrigation was withheld (n= 38) on 
Days 16-19 (days of withholding irrigation in parenthesis); open symbols show data 
from plants where irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily evapotranspiration 
(ET) (n= 23) on Days 15 & 20. Different symbols indicate each day of sampling. 
Data points are paired individual samples, regressions line is fitted and P values 
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Figure. 3.10. a) Transpiration rate of detached P.hortorum leaves fed artificial 
xylem sap containing abscisic acid (ABA) concentrations at 0 nM (filled circles), 10 
nM (open circles) or 50 nM (closed triangles) (n=10). b) Mean transpiration rate 
from 150-200 minutes (n=20). c) Mean stomatal conductance (gs) from both 
detached leaves (n=5) after the transpiration bio-assay, and from whole plants (n=10) 
with comparable concentrations of leaf xylem abscisic acid concentrations ([X-
ABA]leaf) to those used in the bio-assay (±5 nM). Different letters in a panel indicate 





 Although stomatal closure in response to soil drying is conserved across different 
irrigation treatments (Fig. 3.4), there may be a divergence in the signalling 
mechanism involved (cf. Figs. 3.5-8). While stomatal closure can increase Ψleaf in 
some species (Dodd et al., 2009, Kudoyarova et al., 2007), there is also evidence that 
decreased Ψleaf can directly cause stomatal closure in others (Saliendra et al., 1995). 
Stomatal closure accompanied by decreased Ψleaf when irrigation was withheld (Fig. 
3.7) implies a regulatory role for Ψleaf. However, irrigation supplied at a fraction of 
daily ET allowed plants to acclimate to decreased soil water availability by 
maintaining Ψleaf irrespective of whether Ψleaf was measured in whole leaves or just 
at the point that gs was measured (Fig. 3.3f; Table. 3.3). This suggests that Ψleaf is not 
a key regulator of gs in P.hortorum. Rather, it is likely that another mechanism 
initiates stomata closure, thereby maintaining leaf turgor and preventing xylem 
embolism associated with leaf water deficit (Zhang et al., 2006).   
 Xylem nutrient concentrations have been implicated in regulating stomatal 
conductance under water deficits (Dodd, 2005, Ernst et al., 2010). However, xylem 
sap pH, and the concentrations of NO3
- and Ca2+ in the xylem sap did not change in 
response to either irrigation treatment (Table. 3.2). As pH, NO3
- and Ca2+ were 
assayed in sap samples from leaves that had been measured for gs (paired sampling), 
this suggests that other chemical signal(s) regulate stomatal responses to soil drying. 
ABA is widely accepted as a key long-distance chemical signal of soil drying (Dodd, 
2005, Schachtman and Goodger, 2008), and was therefore a likely candidate for 
initiating stomatal closure. Under both deficit irrigation treatments, [X-ABA]leaf 
increased as θpot decreased (Figs. 3.3b & c, 3.5), as in other studies (Correia and 
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Pereira, 1995, Jarvis and Davies, 1997). Moreover, the similar decrease in gs as [X-
ABA]leaf increased in both intact plants exposed to soil drying, and detached leaves 
fed synthetic ABA via the transpiration stream (Fig. 3.10) supports the hypothesis 
that stomatal closure in P.hortorum during periods of reduced soil water availability 
is ABA-mediated. 
 Similar stomatal closure in response to 50nM ABA, both in vivo and in detached 
leaves, suggests a limited role for other antitranspirants. Indeed, supplying ABA to 
detached leaves explained 76 % of the variation in gs (and a 50 % reduction in gs in 
vivo at the same [X-ABA]leaf when plants were exposed to soil drying; Fig. 3.10c). 
Although well-watered plants had a lower gs than detached leaves that were supplied 
with an ABA-free artificial xylem sap for 5.5 h (Fig. 3.10c), this is likely due to 
differences in VPD between the glasshouse environment (1.7±0.2 kPa) and the 
growth chamber (0.6±0.1 kPa). Indeed, in well-watered plants, increased VPD is 
associated with both reduced stomatal conductance and increased leaf ABA (Bunce, 
2006). Taken together, these observations strongly suggest that ABA is a central 
regulator of stomatal closure in P.hortorum in response to reduced soil moisture 
availability. 
  When plants were irrigated at a fraction of daily ET, [X-ABA]leaf was lower than 
when irrigation was withheld (Fig. 3.5) at the same soil moisture levels. This 
indicates differences in the way P.hortorum regulates ABA signalling under 
contrasting irrigation treatments. However, the mechanism(s) underlying these 
differences may vary depending upon whether ABA is acting as a localised signal or 
as a root-to-shoot signal. 
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 ABA may increase locally, with synthesis occurring primarily in the leaves in 
response to a leaf water deficit (Hartung et al., 2002). Support for a localised signal 
comes from tomato grafting studies where wild-type scions show increased leaf 
(Holbrook et al., 2002) and xylem (Dodd et al., 2009) ABA concentration, even 
when grafted to ABA-deficient rootstocks. Also, ABA catabolism can increase in 
response to rehydration (Zhang et al., 2006) and a more positive Ψleaf (Dodd, 2005), 
which may explain the attenuated [X-ABA]leaf when irrigation was supplied at a 
fraction of ET. Furthermore, in Arabidopsis, alleviating leaf water deficit by the 
localised application of water directly onto leaf surfaces decreased leaf ABA 
concentration as indicated by down-regulation of ABA-reporter genes (Christmann 
et al., 2007). Indeed, the attenuated [X-ABA]leaf response observed when irrigation 
was supplied at a fraction of daily ET in P.hortorum may therefore be due to a more 
positive Ψleaf (Fig. 3.8) and lower leaf ABA concentrations, since leaf xylem sap 
collected by pressurising detached leaves may contain substantial volumes of 
symplastically-derived sap (Borel and Simonneau, 2002). Further measurements are 
needed to resolve this mechanism, by measuring leaf ABA concentrations and 
expression of ABA biosynthesis and catabolism genes, as well as alternative 
methods to collect leaf xylem sap that minimise symplastic contributions (Holbrook 
et al., 2002, Netting et al., 2012).  
  Alternatively, the higher [X-ABA]leaf observed when irrigation was withheld might 
be due to similar xylem loading of ABA by root cells but into a smaller sap flux, 
increasing xylem ABA concentrations (Hartung et al., 2002, Jokhan et al., 1996). 
Certainly, when irrigation was withheld, plants had lower whole plant 
evapotranspiration than the 50 % ET irrigation treatment at similar soil moisture 
(mean values of 1.9±0.2 ml H2O h




Furthermore, measurements of root [X-ABA]leaf (at sap flow rates equivalent to 
whole plant transpiration - Jokhan et al. (1996)) are required to sustain the argument 
that root ABA export differs according to whether irrigation is withheld or a supplied 
at fraction of daily ET, but these will be difficult in P.hortorum as multiple stems 
arise from the shoot base. 
  A further potential explanation is that differences in soil water distribution under 
the different irrigation treatments (Table. 3.1) might affect root ABA accumulation 
(Puértolas  et al., 2013). Despite whole pot θpot being similar under both deficit 
irrigation treatments, soil moisture decreased uniformly throughout the soil profile 
when water was withheld, whilst daily irrigation at a fraction of ET resulted in 
higher moisture availability within the upper levels (Table. 3.1). Roots exposed to 
different levels of soil drying in split pot experiments (Khalil and Grace, 1993) or in 
vertical gradients of moisture depletion (Zhang and Davies, 1990) have locally 
increased root ABA concentration. Root density is typically higher in the upper soil 
layers, which generally results in a higher rate of soil drying (Sharp and Davies, 
1985). However, as soil moisture was maintained in the upper layers when irrigation 
was supplied at a fraction of daily ET, it is possible that the roots in this region have 
lower ABA concentrations, thereby attenuating the ABA signal from the lower roots 
by contributing a greater proportion to the total sap flux (Dodd et al., 2008, Puértolas  
et al., 2013). Similarly, Zhang and Tardieu (1996) suggested that whilst root tips are 
the primary site of ABA synthesis, the overall mass of older roots may contribute 
more to root-sourced ABA flux. Furthermore, in Barley plants exposed to PRD, 
when a greater proportion of roots were in drying soil there was a higher leaf ABA 
concentration independent of any change in Ψleaf (Martin-Vertedor and Dodd, 2011). 
Although measurements of root ABA accumulation are required to substantiate this 
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hypothesis, this was not possible in the current study due to the difficulty of 
separating fine P.hortorum roots from a substrate high in organic matter.  
3.5 Conclusions 
 This study provides evidence that different irrigation treatments significantly affect 
the relationships between plant gas exchange, ABA status and leaf water status. Ψleaf 
decreased in response to reduced water availability only when irrigation was 
withheld, suggesting it is unlikely to act as a universal regulator of gs. Instead, when 
a fraction of crop ET was supplied daily, Ψleaf increased with stomatal closure 
suggesting that gs regulates leaf water status.  Further, [X-ABA]leaf appears to be the 
central antitranspirant regulating stomatal closure in P.hortorum in response to soil 
drying, but this signal was attenuated when soil drying was imposed by daily 
replacement of a fraction of crop evapotranspiration. Since increased [X-ABA]leaf 
can be responsible for stomatal limitation of photosynthesis (Wilkinson and Davies, 
2002), attenuating ABA signalling by daily irrigation may maximise carbon gain 








Chapter 4 – Frequent soil drying and re-wetting attenuates root 
ABA concentrations throughout the soil profile, thereby decreasing 
long-distance ABA signalling in tomato  
4.1 Introduction 
 Soil drying, whether naturally occurring or artificially imposed, commonly results in 
heterogeneity in soil moisture content. Higher root densities in (and thus water 
uptake from) the upper sections of soil, along with evaporative losses from the soil 
surface, results in surface drying, with higher moisture levels typically found further 
down the soil profile (Zhang and Davies, 1989b, Sharp and Davies, 1985). The use 
of irrigation techniques such as PRD can also result in distinct wet and dry zones in 
the soil (Stoll et al., 2000).  
 Soil moisture heterogeneity can affect the spatial distribution of the concentration of 
ABA in the roots ([ABA]root), such that [ABA]root can be correlated with localised 
moisture availability in plants grown under PRD (Khalil and Grace, 1993, Stoll et 
al., 2000). Withholding irrigation from maize caused a progressive increase in 
[ABA]root as soil moisture availability in a soil column decreased, with considerable 
vertical differences in local [ABA]root (Zhang and Davies, 1989a). Alternately, 
although bulk [ABA]root increased when bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) was grown in soil 
columns, the increase was homogenous and was not accentuated in specific regions 
of drier soil (Puértolas  et al., 2013, Trejo and Davies, 1991). However, in potato, 
drying the upper part of the soil profile increased local [ABA]root compared to deeper 
in the soil where soil moisture was higher (Puértolas et al., 2014). Thus there is 




 Development of alternative, water-saving irrigation techniques (such as in Chapters 
2, 3) may modify vertical soil moisture profiles, particularly in pot grown plants 
(Chapter 3, Table. 3.1), which may alter the mechanisms of root-to-shoot signalling 
in planta. For instance, a reversal of the natural vertical soil moisture profile 
described above (i.e. upper soil wet, lower soil dry) would result in a higher density 
of mature roots in wet soil near the surface of the pot, whilst younger roots at the 
base of the pot would experience gradual soil drying over time. This can be achieved 
by varying the frequency and volume with which irrigation is applied (Chapters 2 
and 3), and may maximise plant water use efficiency (Chapter 2, Fig. 2.7). 
Furthermore, it has been suggested that older roots contribute relatively more to the 
overall flux of root-sourced ABA (Zhang and Tardieu, 1996), which may 
significantly modify ABA signalling under soil drying.  
 ABA synthesis increases in roots in drying soil (Sauter et al., 2001), and this ABA 
can be transported to the shoot to induce processes such as stomatal closure (Hartung 
et al., 2002), whilst roots in wet soil continue to take up water, thereby maintaining 
plant water status. Withholding irrigation created vertical soil moisture gradients that 
increased [X-ABA]leaf in pot grown maize, thereby inducing stomatal closure (Zhang 
and Davies, 1990). Moreover, artificially imposing soil moisture heterogeneity by 
hydraulically segmenting the root system and withholding irrigation from certain 
segments increased leaf ABA ([ABA]leaf) in lupin, whilst also reducing growth 
(Gallardo et al., 1994).  Furthermore, increased stem xylem ABA concentrations 
(Liang et al., 1997), and root xylem ABA ([X-ABA]root) has been related to changes 
in shoot physiology, such as decreased gas exchange and leaf expansion (Dodd, 
2005). In contrast however, sunflower plants grown under PRD had increased [X-
ABA]root without an increase in [X-ABA]leaf and limited stomatal response (Dodd et 
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al., 2008), suggesting there may be species-specific responses to heterogeneous soil 
drying.  
 Long-distance ABA transport and signalling under soil drying likely also depends 
on plant water status and soil hydraulic properties. A tight balance is maintained 
between ABA biosynthesis and degradation (Nambara and Marion-Poll, 2005), and 
as such, frequent re-irrigation events may stimulate ABA catabolism in the roots and 
shoot (Zhang and Davies, 1989b, Zhang et al., 2006). The distribution of moisture 
within the soil profile, and hysteresis of the substrate moisture retention curve as a 
consequence of frequent drying and re-wetting, can influence root development and 
distribution (Whitmore and Whalley, 2009), and alter root water status (Rhizopoulou 
and Davies, 1991). In turn, [ABA]root and ABA accumulation rate increased linearly 
as Ψroot decreases (Simonneau et al., 1998). 
 To date, the impact of higher moisture in the upper layers of the soil profile (as 
occurs during frequent deficit irrigation – Chapter 3, Table. 3.1) on localised 
[ABA]root, and in turn its effects on root-to-shoot signalling, and shoot physiology, 
remains untested. When split-root plants were simultaneously exposed to both dry 
and wet soil (in separate pots), measurements of sap fluxes and [ABA]root from the 
different sections of the root zone better explained [X-ABA]leaf than simply 
averaging the [X-ABA]root from both parts of the system (Dodd et al., 2008). 
Furthermore, exposing more roots within the dry side of a horizontal split pot system 
increased [ABA]leaf, independently of any change in leaf water potential (Ψleaf) 
(Martin-Vertedor and Dodd, 2011). However, in bean grown with vertical soil 
moisture gradients, both gs and [X-ABA]root were well correlated with [ABA]root, 
suggesting that the effect of soil drying on the shoot may act independently of 
irrigation placement (and is instead a function of homogenous changes in Ψroot) 
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(Puértolas  et al., 2013). This suggests that vertical versus lateral soil moisture 
heterogeneity can alter root-to-shoot ABA signalling.  
 The current study aims to establish the mechanism(s) by which irrigation supplied at 
a fraction of daily ET (compared to when irrigation was withheld) attenuates root-to-
shoot ABA signalling (Chapter 2, Fig. 3.5; Boyle et al., 2015). Initial studies using 
P.hortorum found it was impossible to collect root xylem sap in this species due to 
the canopy being just above the soil profile, whilst root samples could also not be 
accurately collected due to fine root distribution and the highly organic, peat based 
substrate. Therefore, tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) was selected as a more suitable 
species for root sampling. Different frequencies of soil drying, withholding irrigation 
versus daily application of irrigation as a fraction of crop ET needs, caused large 
changes in the distribution of moisture within the soil profile in P.hortorum. This 
heterogeneity in moisture distribution was investigated in tomato, to establish 
whether irrigation frequency altered soil moisture, Ψroot and ABA accumulation, and 
whether this affected shoot physiology. Finally, [X-ABA]leaf and [X-ABA]root were 
modelled in aiming to predict the impact of variability in soil moisture and 
contributions of water uptake from different parts of the soil profile on long-distance 








4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Plant culture 
Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L. cv. Ailsa Craig) seeds were germinated in 84 unit 
plug trays (3.5 x 3.5 x 5 cm units) in a peat based substrate (Levington M3, Everris, 
UK) at 27°C, and in complete darkness to induce etiolation of the hypocotyl to 
ensure plants could easily fit in a pressure chamber. A moisture release curve for this 
substrate has been published previously (Dodd et al., 2010). Once seedlings were 
etiolated (1 week, ~6 cm from soil surface to cotyledon), they were transferred to 
individual 6.9 cm x 24 cm (0.9 l) cylindrical pots containing the same substrate (Fig. 
4.1). Pots were plastic tubes with a mesh base designed to fit in a pressure chamber, 
and were separated in two lengthwise to allow access to the soil and roots (Puértolas  
et al., 2013). Experiments were carried out in a naturally lit glasshouse compartment 
(5 m x 3 m). High pressure sodium lamps (Osram Plantastar 600W; Munich, 
Germany) provided supplementary lighting for a photoperiod of 0600 h-2000 h when 
ambient PAR was less than 500 µmol m-2 s-1. The daily maximum temperature in the 
greenhouse was 30 °C with a minimum night temperature of 17 °C. Environmental 
conditions in the centre of the glasshouse were recorded using a Hortimax growing 









Figure. 4.1. a) Image of tomato plant with etiolated hypocotyl grown in cylindrical 
pot; and b) diagram indicating the sampling points for tissue and sap. Numbers 
indicate each of the layers sampled for root tissue.  
 
4.2.2 Irrigation Treatments 
 Plants were irrigated daily according to Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.2; Boyle et al., 2015) 
to maintain well-watered conditions until the start of the experiment. Subsequently, 
plants were grouped into three different irrigation treatments: irrigation applied at 
50% of plant daily ET for 10 days and withholding irrigation for 3 days (Figs. 4.2, 
4.3 a & b), while a third group of plants were maintained under WW conditions (100 
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% ET) and used as a reference. Differences in deficit irrigation treatment duration 
were to allow adequate soil drying when irrigating at 50 % ET to allow sampling at 
comparable whole pot soil moisture contents. To ensure sampling was carried out on 
plants of the same chronological age, the first two irrigation treatments were applied 
4 and 5 weeks after germination respectively. Volumetric soil moisture content was 
measured in four layers using four soil moisture sensors (SM300) connected to a 
data logger (GP1) (Delta-T Devices, Cambridge, UK) for the 10 day experimental 
period in plants from both irrigation treatments, and the mean value of the pot is 
reported (Fig. 4.3b). All physiological measurements were taken between 1000 h and 
1400 h, with irrigation supplied at 0800 h and 1600 h. Four plants were sampled per 
irrigation treatment per day for all paired measurements, with the experiment 
repeated three times.  
 
Figure. 4.2. Timetable of irrigation treatments. Irrigation was applied to plants at a 
50 % evapotranspiration (ET) on Day 0, and irrigation was withheld from a separate 
group of plants on Day 8. Black bar indicates plants were well-watered (WW); grey 
bar indicates irrigation was supplied at 50 % of daily ET; white bar indicates 
irrigation was withheld. Sampling was carried out for plants under each irrigation 






4.2.3 Gas exchange measurements 
 Prior to measurements (at 0900 h), the tops of the pots were sealed with duct tape to 
prevent evaporative losses and weighed, left for 1-2 h, and then re-weighed to 
determine whole plant transpiration rate. This provided an average sap flow rate by 
dividing weight loss by time, which was then used to match the flow rate for root 
xylem sap collection (Rothwell and Dodd, 2014). gs was measured using a porometer 
(Model AP4, Delta-T Devices, Cambridge, UK).  Two readings of gs were taken on 
the 3rd leaf (youngest, fully expanded) from the top of each plant. Measurements of 
gs were carried out over a 3 day period for all plants. 
4.2.4 Leaf water potential (Ψleaf) measurements 
 Ψleaf was measured immediately after measuring gs on the same leaf using a pressure 
chamber (Model 3000F01 Plant Water Status Console; Soil Moisture Equipment 
Corp. Santa Barbara, CA, USA) as described in Section 2.2.4, and leaf xylem sap 
samples were collected as described in Section 3.2.4.  
4.2.5 Root water potential (Ψroot) measurements 
 Ψroot was measured immediately after Ψleaf. The plant was de-topped below the 
cotyledon, the hypocotyl was wrapped in parafilm to prevent loss of sap, and the 
whole pot was inserted and sealed in the pressure chamber. Since flow rate can 
influence xylem ABA concentrations (Jokhan et al., 1996), sap was collected at an 
over-pressure that generated flow rates equivalent to in vivo transpiration as 
described previously (Rothwell and Dodd, 2014). For plants in the pressure chamber, 
sap was sampled for 20 s and weighed, which was repeated with increasing pressure 
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at intervals of 0.05 – 0.1 MPa until the correct flow rate was achieved. Sap was then 
collected for 3 min using a pipette, stored in a 1.5 ml microfuge tube and then frozen 
in liquid nitrogen.  
4.2.6 Root water uptake, soil water status and root density 
 Root water uptake (RWU) was determined within each layer by measuring dielectric 
constant readings every 1 min for 1 h between 1000 h and 1400 h. RWU was 
calculated as the difference between the final and initial readings within the total 
volume of each layer. After sampling each plant, the pot was opened, and the growth 
substrate (including plant roots) was separated into 4 individual vertical layers using 
a circular cutting tool – an upper layer of 5 cm, with the remaining layers 6 cm in 
height (Fig. 4.1b). Roots were collected from each layer by hand, washed briefly 
(<10 s) in deionized water and then frozen in liquid nitrogen for analysis of ABA. 
Each soil layer was then removed and fresh weight determined, then dried in the 
oven for 7 days, and then reweighed (including roots) to calculate whole-pot θpot at 
the time of gas exchange measurements. A separate group of plants, exposed to the 
treatments described above were sampled for root density. Roots were carefully 
washed to remove soil, fresh weight determined and then oven dried for 7 days to 
achieve dry weights. 
4.2.7 Xylem sap and tissue ABA analysis 
 After measuring Ψleaf and Ψroot, sap samples were stored for analysis of ABA. Root 
tissue samples were freeze-dried and then finely ground, before being diluted at a 
ratio of 1:50 weight using deionized water.  [X-ABA]leaf, [X-ABA]root and [ABA]root 
concentrations were determined by radioimmunoassay (Quarrie et al., 1988). It has 
been verified previously using GC-MS analysis that tomato has no immunoreactive 
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contamination (Mulholland et al., 1999). To ensure there was no effect of root 
pressurisation on [ABA]root, a separate group of plants were subject to different 
periods of time under pressurisation in a pressure chamber, which revealed there 
were no differences across the sampling period in this chapter ([ABA]root of 153±36 
ng g DW-1, 154±31 ng g DW-1 and 186±41 ng g DW-1 was found for 0, 5 and 10 
mins pressurisation respectively). 
4.2.8 Xylem sap ABA modelling 
 Measured [X-ABA]root and [X-ABA]leaf was compared with that predicted from 
different models to try to understand the variation in ABA between the different 
irrigation treatments. As Ψleaf did not show any relationship with either [X-ABA]leaf 
or gs (Fig. 4.6), it was not included in any of the models. All models were based 
solely on data from plants where irrigation was withheld as those plants showed 
homogeneous soil moisture distribution. Predicted data were modelled on an 
independent group of plants where irrigation was either withheld, or applied at 50 % 
ET.  The models tested were:  
i) [X-ABA]leaf dependent upon whole pot soil moisture content, with the 
relationship: 
[𝑋 − 𝐴𝐵𝐴]𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 = 105.04𝜃𝑝𝑜𝑡
2 − 738.97𝜃𝑝𝑜𝑡 + 1445.2 
where θpot was determined by averaging the soil moisture content from the four 
layers in each pot. 
ii) [X-ABA]leaf dependent upon the soil moisture content of each layer measured 
within the soil profile, and accounting for root water uptake within each layer 
(adapted from a similar model in Dodd et al. (2008)): 
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[𝑋 − 𝐴𝐵𝐴]𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 = (𝐹𝑅𝑍1 ∗ 𝐸𝑠𝑡[𝑋 − 𝐴𝐵𝐴]𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓𝑅𝑍1) + (𝐹𝑅𝑍2 ∗ 𝐸𝑠𝑡[𝑋 −
𝐴𝐵𝐴]𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓𝑅𝑍2) + (𝐹𝑅𝑍3 ∗ 𝐸𝑠𝑡[𝑋 − 𝐴𝐵𝐴]𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓𝑅𝑍3) + (𝐹𝑅𝑍4 ∗ 𝐸𝑠𝑡[𝑋 − 𝐴𝐵𝐴]𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓𝑅𝑍4)  
where FRZx represents root water uptake from each layer as a fraction of the total root 
water uptake from the entire soil profile, and 𝐸𝑠𝑡[𝑋 − 𝐴𝐵𝐴]𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓𝑅𝑍𝑥 =
105.04𝜃𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑅𝑍𝑥2 − 738.97𝜃𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑅𝑍𝑥 + 1445.2, where θpotRZx represents the soil 
moisture content from each layer within the soil profile. 
iii) [X-ABA]root dependent upon whole pot soil moisture content, with the 
relationship: 
[𝑋 − 𝐴𝐵𝐴]𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡 = 813.24𝜃𝑝𝑜𝑡
−3.553 
where θpot was determined by averaging the soil moisture content from the four 
layers in each pot. 
iv) [X-ABA]root dependent upon θpot of each layer measured within the soil profile, 
and accounting for root water uptake within each layer (adapted from Dodd et al. 
(2008)): 
[𝑋 − 𝐴𝐵𝐴]𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡 = (𝐹𝑅𝑍1 ∗ 𝐸𝑠𝑡[𝑋 − 𝐴𝐵𝐴]𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑅𝑍1) + (𝐹𝑅𝑍2 ∗ 𝐸𝑠𝑡[𝑋 −
𝐴𝐵𝐴]𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑅𝑍2) + (𝐹𝑅𝑍3 ∗ 𝐸𝑠𝑡[𝑋 − 𝐴𝐵𝐴]𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑅𝑍3) + (𝐹𝑅𝑍4 ∗ 𝐸𝑠𝑡[𝑋 − 𝐴𝐵𝐴]𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑅𝑍4)  
where FRZx represents root water uptake from each layer as a fraction of the total root 
water uptake from the entire soil profile, and 𝐸𝑠𝑡[𝑋 − 𝐴𝐵𝐴]𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑅𝑍𝑥 =
813.24𝜃𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑅𝑍𝑥−3.553, where θpot RZx represents the soil moisture content from 






 Significant differences between the three independent experiments were determined 
by analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). As no significant interactions between 
experiments occurred, data were pooled. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) at 
p<0.05 established differences between irrigation treatments on each day using SPSS 
Statistics 20 (IBM). Tukey’s multiple comparison test was used to discriminate 
between means where significant differences were found in ANOVA. Shapiro-Wilk 
test was used to establish normality of data, and when non-normal distribution was 
found, data were log transformed and re-tested. Kruskal-Wallis test was used to 
determine significant differences if non-normality was again found in data. Repeated 
measures ANOVA was used to distinguish significance between irrigation treatment 
and root zone for root water uptake, with treatment as between-subject factor and 
root zone as within-subject factor. The effect of irrigation treatment on the 
relationship between plant and soil variables was tested using ANCOVA. Altered 
sensitivity of the y-variable to the x-variable is indicated by a significant interaction 
term. Where significant, regressions were fitted in Sigmaplot 8 (Systat Software 
Inc.). Regressions were fitted using data below a θpot of 2.5 g g-1 (below a soil matric 
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Figure. 4.3. Daily evapotranspiration (n=12) a) and volumetric soil moisture content 
(θ) b) over a 10 day treatment period; c) whole-pot gravimetric soil moisture content 
(θpot; n=8); d) root water uptake on Day 3 in each layer (RZ; n=6) of tomato plants 
where irrigation was either withheld or supplied at 50 % of daily evapotranspiration 
(ET), and in well-watered (WW) plants, over the 10 day treatment period. For daily 
ET, vertical lines indicate the start of each irrigation treatment (irrigation at 50 % 
ET, broken line; irrigation withheld, solid line). For θ, measurements were made 
every 30 mins, with missing data due to a power shortage in the GP1 data logger. 
Values are the average moisture content over the 4 layers of soil in each pot, with 
one plant per treatment measured. For RWU, RZ1 indicates the upper 5 cm of the 
soil profile, and RZ4 indicates the bottom 6 cm of the soil profile. Different letters 
on panels c) and d) indicate significant differences between treatments on each day 
according to a one-way ANOVA (p<0.05). Data are means ± SEM.  
 
4.3 Results 
 Whole plant evapotranspiration remained constant over the experimental period in 
WW plants (Fig. 4.3a). Plants irrigated at 50 % ET showed a decrease in ET by Day 
4 (coinciding with depleting soil moisture; Fig. 4.3b) which was maintained over the 
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experimental period, whilst plants where irrigation was withheld showed a rapid 
decrease in ET within 24 h of the treatment being imposed. When measured during 
the 3 day experimental period, θpot remained constant in WW plants (3.4±0.1 g g-1) 
and plants irrigated at 50 % ET (2.0±0.3 g g-1), while withholding irrigation 
significantly decreased soil moisture by 43% within 24 h (Fig. 4.3c). Soil moisture 
content was also measured gravimetrically at each depth within the soil profile 
(Table. 4.1). When irrigation was withheld, soil moisture was significantly lower 
compared to WW plants in all layers, although moisture was evenly distributed 
throughout the pot. When plants were irrigated at 50 % ET, θpot was highest in the 
upper layers but then decreased in lower layers. No significant differences were 
found between irrigation treatments for total plant fresh weight (Table. 4.2), whilst 
root FW was lowest when plants were irrigated at 50 % ET (9.2±0.6 g), but not 
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Figure. 4.4. a) Log stomatal conductance (gs); b) leaf water potential (Ψleaf); c) root 
water potential (Ψroot) of tomato where irrigation was either withheld or supplied at 
50 % of daily evapotranspiration (ET), and in well-watered (WW) plants on Days 1-
3 of sampling. Closed symbols indicate plants from which irrigation was withheld 
(n= 42); open symbols indicate plants from which irrigation was supplied at a 
fraction of daily ET (n= 51); half & half symbols indicate WW plants (n=21). 
Horizontal line on panel c) indicates where Ψroot could not be measured due to root 
exudation upon de-topping the plant. Data points are paired individual samples, 
regressions line of data below 2.5 g g-1 are fitted where significant and P values from 




 Measurements of RWU (Fig. 4.3d) revealed significant differences between WW 
plants and those under the two deficit irrigation treatments (significant treatment x 
layer interaction; p=0.038). This occurred in all layers, except in plants that were 
irrigated at 50 % ET, which maintained the same RWU in the upper 5 cm as in WW 
plants. In all other layers, there was no significant difference in RWU between the 
two deficit irrigation treatments, which were between 3- and 9- fold lower than in 
WW plants.   
 
Table. 4.1. Gravimetric water content (θpot – g g-1; n=8), Shoot and root fresh weight 
(FW - g; n=4) and root fresh weight (FW - g; n=9) of tomato plants which were well-
watered (WW), or subject to either irrigation at 50 % evapotranspiration (ET) or 
irrigation withheld, sampled over a 3 day period. Measurements of θpot were from the 
upper 5cm layer (RZ1) and three subsequent 6cm layers down the soil profile (RZ2 - 
4). Different letters within a column indicate significant differences according to a 








RZ1  θpot 
 
RZ2  θpot 
 
RZ3  θpot 
 





Well-watered 1 3.4±0.1a 3.3±0.0a 3.3±0.1a 3.6±0.1a - - 
 2 3.4±0.1a 3.4±0.1a 3.5±0.1a 3.6±0.2a - - 
 3 3.4±0.0a 3.4±0.1a 3.4±0.1a 3.3±0.3a 53.5±5.1a 12.6±0.4a 
Irrigation 50 % ET 1 2.5±0.2b 2.0±0.1b 1.3±0.1bc 0.8±0.0c - - 
 2 2.6±0.2b 1.9±0.3b 1.3±0.3bc 0.9±0.1bc - - 
 3 2.3±0.1bcd 1.4±0.1b 1.0±0.0c 0.7±0.0c 36.0±3.5b 9.2±0.6b 
Irrigation withheld 1 3.2±0.1a 3.2±0.1a 3.1±0.1a 2.9±0.3a - - 
 2 1.8±0.2de 2.0±0.2b 1.8±0.2b 1.5±0.2b - - 




Table. 4.2. Stomatal conductance (gs; mmol m
-2 s-1), leaf water potential (Ψleaf; MPa), root water potential (Ψroot; MPa), leaf ([X-ABA]leaf; nM) 
and root ([X-ABA]root; nM) xylem sap ABA concentration, and ABA delivery rates (nmoles s
-1) of tomato plants which were well-watered 
(WW), or subject to either irrigation at 50 % evapotranspiration (ET) or irrigation withheld, sampled over a 3 day period (n=8). ABA delivery 
rate was calculated as concentration multiplied by sap flow rates according to Else et al. (1996). Different letters within a column indicate 
significant differences according to a one-way ANOVA (p<0.05). Data are means ± SEM of all measurements.  
 
Treatment Day gs  Ψleaf  Ψroot [X-ABA]leaf  [X-ABA]root  ABA delivery rate  
Well-watered 1 412±39a -0.48±0.02a Not 189±27c 11±4c 2.4±0.7b 
 2 410±78a -0.45±0.04a measurable 161±36c 18±4c 2.9±0.7b 
 3 488±131a -0.47±0.04a  150±36c 17±3c 4.0±0.6b 
Irrigation 50 % ET 1 374±94b -0.64±0.03b -0.15±0.03bcd 163±18c 26±8c 3.6±1.0b 
 2 326±79bcd -0.56±0.05ab -0.10±0.03ab 168±38c 34±12c 4.1±1.1b 
 3 207±41bc -0.55±0.04ab -0.13±0.04bc 234±40c 34±8bc 3.5±0.8b 
Irrigation withheld 1 789±78a -0.54±0.04ab Not measurable 161±13bc 11±4c 3.1±0.9b 
 2 157±26c -0.59±0.08ab -0.33±0.10cd 547±112ab 364±169ab 54.2±24.6a 
 3 94±36d -0.50±0.04ab -0.50±0.13d 951±287a 1086±701a 50.7±21.7a 
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 Mean gs of WW plants was 437±83 mmol m
-2 s-1 over the sampling period. 
Withholding irrigation significantly reduced gs by 62% within 24 h, and 81% within 
48 h compared to WW plants.  However, supplying irrigation at 50 % ET only 
decreased gs by 21% and 58% compared to WW plants on the same sampling days 
(Table. 4.2). gs decreased with decreasing θpot in both deficit irrigation treatments 
(Fig. 4.4a), although gs was lower at the same θpot when irrigation was withheld 
(significant treatment x θpot interaction).   
 Compared to WW plants, both deficit irrigation treatments decreased Ψleaf by 
approximately -0.1 MPa over the entire sampling period (Table. 4.2). Both 
treatments decreased Ψleaf similarly as soil moisture was depleted (Fig. 4.4b; no 
significant treatment x θpot interaction). However, gs was only weakly related to Ψleaf 
(r2 = 0.09, p=0.06; Fig. 4.6a). 
 Whilst Ψroot could not be measured in WW plants, as de-topping the shoot caused 
spontaneous root exudation, Ψroot of plants irrigated at 50 % ET was -0.13±0.03 
MPa. Withholding irrigation significantly decreased Ψroot within 24 h (-0.33±0.10 
MPa), which declined further as soil dried (Table. 4.2). Furthermore, Ψroot decreased 
as soil moisture was depleted under both treatments (Fig. 4.4c), although this was 
more pronounced in plants from which irrigation was withheld (significant treatment 
x θpot interaction).  
 There was no significant change in [X-ABA]leaf and [X-ABA]root throughout the 
experiment in WW plants; mean values were 167±33 nM and 15±4 nM respectively. 
Plants showed significant increases in [X-ABA]leaf and [X-ABA]root within 24 h of 
irrigation being withheld (Table. 4.2). Plants irrigated at 50 % ET also showed 
higher [X-ABA]leaf and [X-ABA]root than WW plants by 13% and 104% 
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respectively, but significantly lower than when irrigation was withheld on Days 2 
and 3 (Table. 4.2). These ABA concentrations correlated with decreasing θpot, 
although this response was attenuated in plants irrigated at 50 % ET (significant 
treatment x θpot interaction; Fig. 4.4 a & b respectively). Furthermore, increased [X-
ABA]root was positively correlated with both [X-ABA]leaf (Fig. 4.5c) under both 
irrigation treatments (no significant treatment x ABA interactions). 
 Predicting [X-ABA]leaf based on θpot (Equation. 1) underestimated its value (by 
20%) when irrigation was withheld and overestimated it (by 40%) when irrigation 
was supplied at 50 % ET (Table. 4.3). Including the fraction of root water uptake 
(Equation. 2) within each layer improved the accuracy of the model for both 
irrigation treatments (except for [X-ABA]leaf when irrigation was withheld, which 
did not change). Further, predicting [X-ABA]root based on θpot (Equation. 3) 
overestimated the value in both irrigation treatments, while accounting for the 
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Figure. 4.5. Log a) leaf xylem ABA concentration ([X-ABA]leaf); b) root xylem 
ABA concentration ([X-ABA]root) of tomato in drying soil; c) log [X-ABA]leaf in 
response to log [X-ABA]root of tomato where irrigation was either withheld or 
supplied at 50 % of daily evapotranspiration (ET), and in well-watered (WW) plants 
on Days 1-3 of sampling. Closed symbols indicate plants from which irrigation was 
withheld ( a) n=28; b) n=35; c) n=28); open symbols indicate plants from which 
irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily ET ( a) n=36; b) n=47; c) n=35); half & 
half symbols indicate WW plants ( a) n=16; b) n=19; c) n=16). A 1:1 line is included 
in panel c).  Data points are paired individual samples, regression line of data below 





Table. 4.3. Model predictions of leaf ([X-ABA]leaf) and root ([X-ABA]root) xylem sap ABA concentration under irrigation at either 50 % of daily 
evapotranspiration (ET) or when irrigation was withheld. The different between predicted values from models (equations 1-4; see Section 4.2.8) 
is calculated as the ratio of [X-ABA]model/[X-ABA]leaf or [X-ABA]root (Pérez-Pérez and Dodd, 2015). The model overestimates or underestimates 
[X-ABA] when the value reported is above or below 1 respectively. Numbers in brackets represent n values, and the number of plants used is 
reported in parenthesis. P values are reported for ANOVA between deficit irrigation treatments for each equation. 
 
 [X-ABA]leaf   [X-ABA]root   
Treatment Mean (equation 1) Fractional (equation 2) P-value Mean (equation 3) Fractional (equation 4) P-value 
Irrigation 50 % ET 1.7 (11) 1.5 (11) 0.72 12.2 (12) 7.0 (12) 0.045 
Irrigation withheld 0.8 (7) 0.8 (7) 0.93 1.3 (10) 1.3 (10) 0.97 
P-value 0.14 0.18 - <0.001 <0.001 - 
Combined data 1.3 (18) 1.2 (18) - 6.7 (22) 4.1 (22) - 
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No relationship was found between Ψleaf and [X-ABA]leaf (r2=0.02, P=0.83; Fig. 
4.6b), and decreased gs was only associated with increased [X-ABA]leaf when 
irrigation was withheld (significant treatment x ABA interaction; Fig. 4.7a). 
However, increased [X-ABA]root was negatively correlated with gs (Fig. 4.7b) under 
both irrigation treatments (no significant treatment x ABA interactions). In addition, 
[X-ABA]root showed a similar increase as Ψroot decreased under both irrigation 
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bTreatment - p=0.27leaf - p=0.16
Treatment*leaf - p=0.12
 
Figure. 4.6. Log a) stomatal conductance (gs); b) leaf xylem ABA concentration 
([X-ABA]leaf) in response to leaf water potential (Ψleaf) of tomato where irrigation 
was either withheld or supplied at 50 % of daily evapotranspiration (ET), and in 
well-watered (WW) plants on Days 1-3 of sampling. Closed symbols indicate plants 
from which irrigation was withheld (a) n=42; b) n=28); open symbols indicate plants 
from which irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily ET ( a) n=51; b) n=35); half 
& half symbols indicate WW plants ( a) n=21; b) n=16).  Data points are paired 
individual samples, regression line of data below 2.5 g g-1 are fitted where significant 
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Figure. 4.7. Log stomatal conductance (gs) in response to log a) leaf xylem ABA 
concentration ([X-ABA]leaf);  b) root xylem ABA concentration ([X-ABA]root); c) log 
[X-ABA]root in response to root water potential (Ψroot) of tomato where irrigation was 
either withheld or supplied at 50 % of daily evapotranspiration (ET), and in well-
watered (WW) plants on Days 1-3 of sampling. Closed symbols indicate plants from 
which irrigation was withheld (a) n=28; b) n=35; c) n=36); open symbols indicate 
plants from which irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily ET (a) n=36; b) n=47; 
c) n=47); half & half symbols indicate WW plants (a) n=16; b) n=19; c) n=19). 
Different sample numbers per treatment is due to lost samples. Vertical line on panel 
c) indicates data points where Ψroot could not be measured due to a positive pressure 
upon de-topping the plant.  Data points are paired individual samples, regression line 




 Root tissue ABA was measured at 4 depths within the soil profile (Table. 4.4), and 
followed the trend observed in soil moisture distribution (Fig. 4.8). [ABA]root was 
consistently low in WW plants in all layers on all days. When plants were irrigated at 
50 % ET, [ABA]root was greatest in the lower layers over the 3 days of sampling, but 
the upper two layers were comparable to WW plants, with little increase in [ABA]root 
as moisture decreased (Fig. 4.8). In contrast, plants from which irrigation was 
withheld showed significant increases in [ABA]root in all layers within 24 h. This is 
coincident with a difference in the relationship between total [ABA]root and θpot 
under the different irrigation treatments (Fig. 4.9a), which was higher at the lowest 
soil moisture content when irrigation was withheld (significant treatment x ABA 
interaction). Furthermore, higher mean [ABA]root showed a stronger correlation with 
[X-ABA]root when irrigation was withheld compared to irrigation at 50 % ET 












Table. 4.4. Root abscisic acid concentration ([ABA]root; ng g-1 DW) of tomato plants which were well-watered, or subject to either irrigation at 
50 % evapotranspiration (ET) or irrigation withheld, sampled over a 3 day period (n=6). Measurements of [ABA]root were from the upper 5cm 
layer (RZ1) and the subsequent three, 6 cm layers down the soil profile (RZ2 - 4). Mean [ABA]root indicates average concentration over all four 
layers. Different letters within a column indicate significant differences according to a one-way ANOVA (p<0.05). Data are means ± SEM of all 
measurements. 
 
Treatment Day RZ1 [ABA]root  RZ2 [ABA]root  RZ3 [ABA]root  RZ4 [ABA]root  Mean [ABA]root  
Well-watered 1 187±38bc 278±72b 178±48cd 238±30bc 220±47c 
 2 180±37bc 161±45b 378±299c 209±46c 232±107c 
 3 118±53c 196±33b 145±38c 213±47bc 168±43c 
Irrigation 50 % ET 1 236±38bc 170±25b 294±58bc 354±86bc 263±52bc 
 2 184±29bc 257±65b 362±110bc 472±103bc 320±77bc 
 3 172±32bc 139±45b 456±124b 488±63bc 314±66bc 
Irrigation withheld 1 297±42ab 271±53b 192±64cd 226±60bc 247±54.6bc 
 2 1074±480a 631±268ab 564±209abd 924±218ab 798±294ab 
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Figure. 4.8. Log root tissue ABA concentration ([ABA]root) of tomato at different 
soil depths ( a) upper 5 cm; b) middle upper 6 cm; c) middle lower 6 cm; d) bottom 6 
cm) in drying soil where irrigation was either withheld or supplied at 50 % of daily 
evapotranspiration (ET), and in well-watered (WW) plants on Days 1-3 of sampling. 
Closed symbols indicate plants from which irrigation was withheld (n= 36); open 
symbols indicate plants from which irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily ET 
(n= 44); half & half symbols indicate WW plants (n=16).  Data points are paired 
individual samples, regression line of all data are fitted where significant and P 
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Figure. 4.9. a) Log mean root tissue ABA concentration ([ABA]root) of tomato in 
drying soil; b) log root xylem ABA concentration ([X-ABA]root) in response to mean 
[ABA]root of tomato where irrigation was either withheld or supplied at 50 % of daily 
evapotranspiration (ET), and in well-watered (WW) plants on Days 1-3 of sampling. 
Closed symbols indicate plants from which irrigation was withheld (n= 33); open 
symbols indicate plants from which irrigation was supplied at a fraction of daily ET 
(n= 41); half & half symbols indicate WW plants (n=16).  Data points are paired 
individual samples, regression line of data below 2.5 g g-1 are fitted in both figures 




 Both deficit irrigation treatments used in this study resulted in comparable whole-
pot soil moisture content as the soil dried (Fig. 4.3c), although there were marked 
differences in moisture distribution within the soil profile (Table. 4.1). Withholding 
irrigation decreased soil moisture content rapidly within 24 h, and resulted in 
homogenous drying of the soil in each of the 4 layers measured. In contrast, 
irrigating plants at 50 % ET for 10 days resulted in a gradient of moisture from the 
top to the bottom of the soil profile, with the highest moisture content in the 
uppermost layer. Importantly, this soil moisture heterogeneity resulted in a higher 
stomatal conductance at the same whole pot water content as plants where irrigation 
was withheld (Fig. 4.4a), suggesting that differences in irrigation frequency may 
alter the mechanisms by which stomata respond to soil drying. 
  Changes in Ψleaf in response to soil drying can either cause (Buckley, 2005), or be a 
consequence (Sperry et al., 2002) of stomatal closure depending on the species. In 
tomato, the duration of soil drying affected the direction of the relationship between 
gs and Ψleaf in plants exposed to different irrigation treatments, where initially gs 
decreased as Ψleaf increased (2 days after PRD was imposed), whilst 2 days later no 
relationship was found (Kudoyarova et al., 2007). In P.hortorum, withholding 
irrigation caused concomitant decreases in both gs and Ψleaf, while with daily 
irrigation at 50 % ET, stomatal closure was associated with higher Ψleaf (Boyle et al., 
2015). In the current study conducted under comparable greenhouse conditions, Ψleaf 
decreased as θpot decreased regardless of irrigation treatment (Fig. 4.4b), suggesting 
an anisohydric response of tomato (Sobeih et al., 2004). The similar stomatal closure 
(albeit with greater sensitivity when irrigation was withheld) in both irrigation 
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treatments (Fig. 4.4a), and the lack of any relationship between gs and Ψleaf (Fig. 
4.6a), suggests that Ψleaf is not the primary regulator of stomatal conductance in 
tomato (Dodd et al., 2006, Dodd, 2007).  
 ABA is classically accepted as having a key role in stomatal regulation under soil 
drying (Dodd, 2005, Schachtman and Goodger, 2008, Wilkinson and Davies, 2002). 
As previously shown in P.hortorum (Boyle et al., 2015), [X-ABA]leaf increased as 
θpot decreased, although this increase was significantly lower when irrigation was 
supplied twice daily at 50 % ET (Fig. 4.5a). This difference may explain why 
stomata are less sensitive to θpot under this treatment, particularly as [X-ABA]leaf was 
only correlated with gs when irrigation was withheld (Fig. 4.7a). Consequently, it is 
essential to understand how different irrigation treatments regulate [X-ABA]leaf.  
 There are several mechanisms by which [X-ABA]leaf might be affected by different 
irrigation treatments. Localised ABA synthesis (in response to leaf water deficits) 
can increase foliar ABA concentrations in the absence of a root-sourced ABA signal 
(Christmann et al., 2007). This would imply that leaf ABA concentrations influences 
[X-ABA]leaf, although it has also been shown that in water stressed plants, 
AtNCED3, AtABA2 and AAO3 proteins were detected in vascular parenchyma 
cells, suggesting these cells may be the first site for ABA synthesis in response to 
drought (Endo et al., 2008). Decreased Ψleaf may also stimulate ABA biosynthesis in 
response to a decrease in leaf turgor (Pierce and Raschke, 1980). However, since [X-
ABA]leaf was not correlated with Ψleaf under either irrigation treatment (Fig. 4.6a), an 
alternative explanation is required for the increased [X-ABA]leaf.  
 Root-sourced ABA, transported via the xylem, can influence stomatal responses in 
drying soils (Zhang and Davies, 1991) and likely regulates [X-ABA]leaf. In all 
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irrigation treatments, [X-ABA]root and [X-ABA]leaf were strongly correlated (Fig. 
4.5c). Indeed, the increase of [X-ABA]root with soil drying was limited by irrigation 
at 50 % ET (Fig. 4.5b), as was [X-ABA]leaf (Fig. 4.5a). Previous soil drying can 
reduce ABA metabolism in the roots (by doubling the half-life of artificially fed 3H-
ABA; Liang et al., 1997), and the daily cycle of drying and rewetting (when tomato 
was irrigated with 50 % ET) may attenuate root ABA accumulation. Indeed, plants 
grown under 50 % ET had a lower [ABA]root in the bottom soil layers compared to 
plants from which irrigation was withheld, even though θpot was comparable (Table. 
4.4; Fig. 4.8). Increased [X-ABA]root correlated with decreased bulk Ψroot under both 
irrigation treatments (Fig. 4.7c), consistent with previous reports in bean (Puértolas  
et al., 2013) and potato (Liu et al., 2006b) using vertical and horizontal PRD 
respectively. This suggests that Ψroot regulates root ABA synthesis in tomato under 
soil drying, but further work is required to determine whether there is variation in 
localised Ψroot (which was not measured in the current study due to the difficulties in 
measuring the fine roots of tomato in a psychrometer) that may explain the spatial 
variation in [ABA]root. 
 [X-ABA]root and gs exhibited a similar relationship across both irrigation treatments 
(Fig. 4.7a). Elevated ABA concentrations may be a consequence of reduced gs rather 
than causative, particularly as reduced transpiration under soil drying may lead to 
accumulation of ABA (Jackson et al., 2003). However, root ABA export (ABA 
delivery) significantly increased within 24 h of irrigation being withheld, compared 
to both WW plants and those irrigated at 50 % ET (Table. 4.2). This suggests that 
ABA is still being transported from the roots despite the reduction in soil moisture 
(particularly as root xylem sap was collected at flow rates matching whole plant 
transpiration), and is thus influencing [X-ABA]leaf and in turn gs. When plants were 
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irrigated at 50 % ET, stomatal closure in the absence of an increase in ABA delivery 
may suggest that delivery rate has a less important role than actual concentration 
(Trejo et al., 1995), of perhaps an earlier signal (such as an increase in pH) occurs in 
tomato (Wilkinson et al., 1998). Ultimately, these findings support the hypothesis 
that the difference in ABA-induced stomatal closure between the irrigation 
treatments in this study is a function of a root derived ABA signal.  
 Given the differences in soil moisture distribution between the two deficit irrigation 
treatments (Table. 4.1), it was therefore important to establish whether the attenuated 
ABA concentrations in plants exposed to 50 % ET was due to limited transport of 
ABA out of the roots. Diminished water uptake from roots in dry soil (Table. 4.1) 
may be analogous to the diminished sap flow from the non-irrigated roots of plants 
exposed to PRD which limited [X-ABA]leaf (Dodd et al., 2008, Puértolas et al., 
2014). Due to spatial variation in RWU in plants irrigated at 50 % ET (Fig. 4.3d), 
export of ABA was dominated by roots in the upper layer, which had lower 
[ABA]root (Table. 4.4, Fig. 4.8a), thereby explaining the lower [X-ABA]root and [X-
ABA]leaf compared to plants from which irrigation was withheld (Dodd et al., 2008). 
 Developing models to predict ABA concentration can be valuable to demonstrate 
the importance of different plant and soil variables. When irrigation was withheld, 
both models showed similar accuracy whether the fraction of root water uptake 
(RWUF) was accounted for or not, suggesting localised soil water content accurately 
reflected root activity. When plants were irrigated at 50 % ET, accounting for the 
RWUF from individual soil layers improved the prediction of [X-ABA]leaf and [X-
ABA]root. However, compared to previous studies modelling xylem ABA 
concentrations (Dodd et al., 2008, Pérez-Pérez and Dodd, 2015), [X-ABA]root of 
plants irrigated at 50 % ET was greatly overestimated, possibly as a consequence of 
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the large heterogeneity in ABA within the roots (Table. 4.4), implying that soil 
moisture content and RWU alone cannot fully explain the increase in ABA under 
this irrigation treatment. Accounting for localised differences in localised Ψroot in 
future work may improve the accuracy of predicting [X-ABA]root, particularly under 
50 % ET. 
 While the relative water fluxes from different parts of the root system can clearly 
influence long-distance ABA signalling when plants are exposed to heterogeneous 
soil moisture (Table. 4.1; Dodd et al., 2008, Dodd et al., 2010, Pérez-Pérez and 
Dodd, 2015), differences in the root mass exposed to drying soil (Martin-Vertedor 
and Dodd, 2011) and their ABA concentration may also be important. [ABA]root 
increased as θpot decreased within all soil layers (Fig. 4.8; Table. 4.4). Plants irrigated 
at 50 % ET had lower [ABA]root throughout the soil profile, independent of whether 
soil moisture was higher (upper layers) or equivalent (lower layers), compared to 
when irrigation was withheld (Table. 4.4). Furthermore, [ABA]root was consistently 
higher on Days 2 and 3 in all layers of the soil in plants where irrigation was 
withheld. Although root ABA accumulation during soil drying occurs primarily in 
younger roots and root tips, the total mass of mature roots may have a greater 
contribution to the overall flux of ABA from root to shoot (Zhang and Tardieu, 
1996). Thus it seems likely that whilst a proportion of the roots are experiencing soil 
drying (particularly younger roots) when irrigation is applied at 50 % of daily ET, 
the highest density of mature roots is found in the upper layer of the soil which is 






 In summary, this work provides evidence that the differences in [X-ABA]leaf under 
different irrigation treatments could be accounted for by differences in root ABA 
concentrations and hence ABA delivery to the shoot. [X-ABA]root increased under 
both irrigation treatments, although to a lesser extent when irrigation was supplied at 
50 % ET. Despite this, [X-ABA]root was similarly correlated with increased [X-
ABA]leaf under both irrigation treatments. Furthermore, increased [X-ABA]root could 
be better predicted when RWUF was accounted for (as opposed to whole pot soil 
moisture content), although this was still over-estimated in the 50 % ET irrigation 
treatment. This can however be explained by considerable vertical variation in 
[ABA]root, and the significantly higher water uptake in the upper layer of the soil 
profile. Therefore, maintaining high soil moisture within the upper layers of 
containerised plants (by frequent irrigation) may significantly improve crop water 
use efficiency (Fig. 2.7) by attenuating root-to-shoot signalling of ABA and stomatal 
limitation of photosynthesis. Certainly, the ABA concentrations detected in this 
study (Table.  4.2, Fig. 4.5) were sufficient to elicit substantial stomatal closure 
when fed to detached leaves via the transpiration stream (Else et al., 2006), 
indicating that differences in [X-ABA]leaf between the two deficit irrigation 










Chapter 5 - General discussion 
 “Freshwater availability is relevant to almost all socioeconomic and environmental 
impacts of climate and demographic change and their implications for 
sustainability” (Elliott et al., 2014).  
 The sustainable management of water resources presents a huge challenge for 
agriculture. Irrigation accounts for 70% of available fresh water (IFAD, 2013) and 
irrigation withdrawals are often applied inefficiently and exceeding plant water 
demands (Frenken and Gillet, 2012), and leaching of fertilisers occurs below the 
rootzone. This can be particularly damaging for the environment when groundwater 
withdrawal from aquifers unnecessarily exceeds natural replenishment (Gleeson et 
al., 2012). With an expanding world population, agricultural land at capacity, and a 
changing climate, attention is increasingly focused on improving the sustainability of 
irrigation practices and maximising resources available. One of the most suitable 
approaches to this may be to improve grower knowledge as to how their irrigation 
scheduling can be adapted to the specific water requirements of the plant (as opposed 
to traditional methods such as assessing soil moisture content).  
 Adapting irrigation practices to crop water requirements may be a challenge 
however due to the difficulties in creating effective knowledge transfer between 
research and industry. Thus, any findings should be easily simplified for a non-
specialist audience, and techniques should be feasible for growers to adopt on a large 
scale. With this in mind, the initial aim set out in Chapter 2 was to investigate 
whether irrigation frequency could be adapted to plant water requirements, but 
subsequently to positively manage the production and water use of an ornamental 
bedding plant species, Pelargonium x hortorum. Whilst these are all essential aspects 
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for ornamental plant production, physiological assessments were intended to provide 
a valuable baseline which could be built upon in the future to inform growers how to 
best monitor, and thus modify their irrigation scheduling. This is particularly 
important as the ornamental industry, although extremely valuable both in the UK 
and worldwide, often utilises inefficient irrigation management techniques such as 
overhead sprinkler systems (Briercliffe et al., 2000). 
 In order to evaluate plant physiological status when irrigation was applied at 
different frequencies, paired measurements of θpot, gs and Ψleaf were carried out at the 
same time every 2 day (1100 h-1300 h) over 24 days. Daily sampling was 
impractical due to growth space limitations, but sampling every second day provided 
a representative indication of the plant’s physiological status. Measurements were 
always carried out at the same time each day to minimise diurnal variation between 
days (Correia et al., 1997). IDI and FDI both showed lower ET than WW plants, but 
IDI showed a series of increases in ET after re-watering (typically within 24 h), 
followed by a decrease over the subsequent 24 h (Fig. 2.3 c). Decreases in gs were 
similar under both deficit irrigation treatments (Fig. 2.4a), albeit earlier under IDI 
(Fig. 2.5a) and coinciding with decreased Ψleaf, whilst FDI plants showed an increase 
in Ψleaf (Fig. 2.4 d & 2.5 d). FDI may maintain a more positive Ψleaf through 
decreased gs.  
 These simple measurements inform growers of the intensity of stress the plant is 
experiencing (indicated by ET, Ψleaf and gs), which can impact upon plant water use 
and photosynthetic activity (e.g. Fig. 5.1), and in turn growth and development 
(Blum, 2005, Chaves and Oliveira, 2004). However, purchasing the equipment 
required for the above will incur additional expenditure. Ultimately, this will enable 
growers to increase their irrigation frequency if plants are showing high stress 
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(decreased ET, Ψleaf and/or gs), and reduce the frequency upon recovery of Ψleaf and 
gs. This is aligned to current knowledge transfer efforts between research and 
industry within the ornamental sector, where DEFRA’s “Water Link” project 
(supported by research councils such as AHDB and HTA, and supplemented with 
Knowledge Transfer Partnerships) aims to develop technology and advice that can 
be supplied to growers, such as the use of thermal imaging (as a surrogate measure 














































Fig. 5.1. Relationship between a) stomatal conductance (gs); and b) transpiration (E) 
with photosynthesis (A) of P.hortorum subject to frequent (closed symbols; n=44) or 
infrequent (open symbols; n=34) deficit irrigation. Data points are paired individual 
samples, regression line is fitted and P value is reported. 
 
 Accurate irrigation management can also benefit plant production. Both IDI and 
FDI resulted in ~ 30% reductions in water input (Fig. 2.3), with a concomitant 
reduction in canopy expansion (Fig. 2.6), but without reducing foliar pigment 
composition (Fig. 2.8). Ornamental plants are grown to be aesthetically favourable 
(Cameron et al., 2008), and as such, any irrigation strategies must be implemented 
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without decreasing plant economic value. In P.hortorum, plant quality (and thus 
value) was in fact increased due to the increased canopy compactness (a desirable 
ornamental trait) with no loss in foliar quality. Flowering quality under the different 
deficit irrigation frequency treatments was not assessed due to the long growth 
period of P.hortorum (2-3 months), although this is an essential area of interest for 
future work. Considering irrigation frequency from a broader horticultural 
perspective, it was found that decreasing irrigation frequency could increase WUE 
short-term by decreasing water use (during the first 2 weeks after treatments were 
imposed), although this effect on WUE was not maintained due to later growth 
reduction (Fig. 2.7). Growers can therefore adapt irrigation frequency to affect 
different outcomes, including reduced water use, increased WUE and increased plant 
quality.  
 The key challenge facing any grower with novel crop management techniques is 
how best to integrate them into/replace their current scheduling regimes. Current 
industry recommendations are vague, and fail to account for the variation in 
irrigation techniques and technologies, substrates, and species of plants grown (Knox 
et al., 2008). Further, industry-driven studies show that many growers and farmers 
are presented with a huge number of challenges that can lead to reluctance to adopt 
new strategies, particularly given the interaction of pressures from stakeholders 
(such as supermarkets and garden centres, as well as investors and environmental 
bodies), along with changing laws and regulations regarding water management (see 
Fig. 5.2). However, there are considerable benefits of sustainable irrigation 
management, particularly in terms of reduced economic outputs associated with 
water prices, labour and general crop management (Fig. 5.2).  
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 More appropriate recommendations need to be established that encompass an 
understanding of the potential risks and drivers for change, and will effect positive 
outcomes. Knox et al. (2009) put forward a framework for improving water 
management, which includes establishing baseline knowledge, improving 
communications and partnerships between all the invested partners, and improving 
the efficiency of irrigation practices. The work in Chapter 2 has attempted to fulfil 
all of these criteria through the benefits described previously, but also as a result of 
this research being carried out alongside a commercial nursery and with support of 
the Agriculture and Horticulture Development Board which provides feedback to the 
wider industry. Perhaps the biggest challenge remaining is to investigate whether 
these irrigation strategies can be implemented on a commercial scale. This may be 
achieved through the use of an ebb and flow system (Dole et al., 1994) to ensure 
even distribution of irrigation, as well as the use of sensors to accurately monitor and 
regulate irrigation inputs to match the requirements of the plants on a larger scale. 
 
Fig. 5.2. Potential risks and drivers for change facing the irrigated agriculture 
industry as compiled by the UK Irrigation Association (UKIA). “Risks” adapted 
from Knox et al. (2007) and “Drivers for Change” adapted from Knox et al. (2008). 
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 Effective implementation of novel irrigation techniques will require growers to have 
access to tools to evaluate the physiological status of the plants (or alternatively to 
measure the effects on canopy growth/phenological progression). The conventional 
understanding from the literature suggests that stomata will close when Ψleaf 
decreases (Brodribb and Holbrook, 2003). However, as shown in Chapter 2, whilst 
that relationship may explain the response under IDI, it fails to account for the 
observed decrease in gs in FDI, where stomatal closure occurred without a decrease 
in Ψleaf. Thus a consistent response may not always be observed in a single species, 
supporting previous findings that some species can display both isohydric and 
anisohydric responses, for example poplar (Almeida-Rodriguez et al., 2010) and 
grapevine (Sade et al., 2012, Schultz, 2003). By modifying the irrigation regime, it 
appeared that another signal may have a more central, unifying role in regulating gs. 
Since a hydraulic signal was excluded (consistent with previous literature (Sobeih et 
al., 2004, Bates and Hall, 1981)), it seemed likely that chemical signals, such as 
hormones and/or ionic components of the xylem sap, may have acted either locally, 
or as a long distance signal transported in the xylem sap (Dodd, 2005).  
 The irrigation treatments applied in Chapter 2 were subsequently adapted in Chapter 
3 (Fig. 3.2) to allow different signalling responses to be measured over a single 
drying cycle, and at comparable soil moisture levels (Fig. 3.1, Table. 3.1). Consistent 
with data from Chapter 2, gs decreased at a similar rate as soil moisture decreased 
under both deficit irrigation treatments (Fig. 3.4), although Ψleaf only decreased when 
irrigation was withheld (Fig. 3.6). The lack of a consistent response across both 
irrigation treatments (over two different studies) further supports the argument that 
Ψleaf is not a central regulator of stomata under soil drying in P.hortorum (Fig. 3.7). 
It was therefore hypothesised that a chemical signal may have a more important role 
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in causing stomatal closure. However, no differences in xylem sap pH, or NO3- and 
Ca2+ concentrations, all of which have previously been shown to regulate stomata 
(Wilkinson et al., 2007, Ruiz et al., 1993), were observed between irrigation 
treatments (Table. 3.2), suggesting the need for alternate regulatory mechanisms 
under these conditions.  
 It has been proposed that ABA, a potent antitranspirant, regulates stomata under soil 
drying (Zhang et al., 1987). Indeed, xylem ABA concentration did increase under 
both irrigation treatments as the soil dried (Fig. 3.5), although this response was 
attenuated when irrigation was supplied at a fraction of crop ET, similar to FDI in 
Chapter 2). However, increased [X-ABA]leaf and decreased gs were strongly 
correlated across both deficit irrigation treatments (Fig. 3.9), but it was not clear 
whether this relationship was correlative or causative. In support of the latter, 
causative argument, supplying detached leaves with synthetic ABA via the 
transpiration stream generated a similar relationship between gs and ABA as 
occurred in vivo when plants were subject to different irrigation treatments (Fig. 
3.10). By duplicating the correlation between gs and ABA in an isolated leaf fed 
synthetic ABA in the transpiration stream, these experiments fulfilled the criteria of 
plant hormone action regulating physiological processes (in this case stomatal 
closure) (Jacobs, 1959, Jackson, 1987).  
 While it was concluded that ABA was the central regulator of stomata in 
P.hortorum independent of changes in Ψleaf, the exact mechanism(s) behind the 
attenuated ABA response under 50 % ET remained unanswered. Possible 
explanations included decreased root ABA synthesis (Zhang and Tardieu, 1996), 
reduced root flux of ABA (Jokhan et al., 1996), and spatial variation in soil moisture 
availability (Puértolas  et al., 2013) between the different irrigation treatments. 
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Understanding this response is essential for developing alternative irrigation 
strategies, particularly giving the importance of ABA in regulating stomata (and thus 
photosynthesis) (Wilkinson et al., 2012). 
 Previous work investigating vertical soil moisture gradients showed both species- 
and gradient-specific ABA responses (discussed in Chapter 4; see also Puértolas  et 
al., 2013, Puértolas et al., 2014, Trejo and Davies, 1991, Gallardo et al., 1994). As 
the irrigation treatments imposed in Chapter 3 resulted in differences in soil moisture 
gradients (heterogeneous vs homogenous soil drying at the same soil moisture 
availability, in FDI and IDI respectively), it was hypothesised that irrigation 
placement was regulating Ψroot and [ABA]root. This in turn could explain the 
attenuated [X-ABA]leaf (and consequent effects on shoot physiology; see Chapter 4). 
Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) was selected as a more appropriate species than 
P.hortorum as it facilitated sampling of root tissue and xylem sap. To collect xylem 
sap from the roots, plants had to be grown in cylindrical pots and placed in a 
pressure chamber, which was unsuitable in P.hortorum as the canopy occurred at soil 
level, without a prominent stem. Irrigation treatments adapted from those used in 
Chapter 3 (Fig. 4.3), albeit for a reduced duration due to the high water use and 
susceptibility of tomato to soil drying, and to allow daily sampling of all treatments.  
 Soil moisture distribution patterns were similar in both tomato and P.hortorum 
(Table. 3.1 & 4.1). Soil drying decreased gs in both irrigation treatments (Fig. 4.4a), 
and a greater reduction in gs was observed when irrigation was withheld. Ψleaf 
decreased as soil moisture decreased (Fig. 4.4b) although there was no treatment 
effect, and Ψroot decreased under both deficit irrigation treatments (Fig. 4.4c), with a 
greater reduction when irrigation was withheld. [X-ABA]root increased as soil 
moisture decreased under both irrigation treatments (Fig. 4.5a), although [X-ABA]leaf 
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only increased when irrigation was withheld (Fig. 4.5b), which may have been a 
result of reduced ABA synthesis in the leaves, or a result of reduced ABA transport 
from the roots (particularly as there was a strong correlation between [X-ABA]root 
and [X-ABA]leaf under both irrigation treatments (Fig. 4.5c)). 
 This corresponded with a consistent relationship between [X-ABA]root and gs under 
both deficit irrigation treatments (Fig. 4.6b). However, [X-ABA]leaf only correlated 
with gs when irrigation was withheld (Fig. 4.6a). Ψroot also showed a consistent 
correlation with [X-ABA]root over both irrigation treatments. These results show a 
similar response to previous work in tomato (Dodd, 2007), and that observed in 
P.hortorum, providing further support for the role of Ψroot in regulating foliar ABA 
concentrations, which can in turn influence shoot physiology.  
 Previous research has shown that ABA can be synthesised in both the roots and the 
leaves (Kim et al., 2010, Merilo et al., 2014). Therefore, one of the challenges of this 
work was establishing the site of ABA production, especially as previous work has 
down-played the role of the root system in ABA synthesis (Holbrook et al., 2002). 
However, reduced gs was correlated with increased [X-ABA]root under both irrigation 
treatments (Fig. 4.7a), and withholding irrigation showed significant increases in 
root ABA export compared to WW plants and those irrigated at 50 % ET (Table. 
4.2). As [X-ABA]root samples were collected at flow rates matching plant 
transpiration, this highlights that ABA is still being transported from the roots, 
explaining the significant increase in [X-ABA]leaf when irrigation was withheld, and 
the attenuated response when irrigation was applied at 50 % ET that influenced shoot 
physiology. Consequently, it was concluded that increased ABA is likely a root-
derived response in tomato under the different treatments that regulated stomata.  
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 A number of models were developed to determine whether root water uptake and 
soil moisture content could further explain the observed differences in [X-ABA]leaf 
and [X-ABA]root (Table. 4.3). When irrigation was withheld, there was little 
difference in predicting [X-ABA] leaf and [X-ABA]root irrespective of whether the 
fraction of root water uptake (RWUF) was included or not in the model. When plants 
were irrigated at 50 % ET, predictions of [X-ABA]leaf and [X-ABA]root improved 
when RWUF was included (although [X-ABA]root was still significantly 
overestimated). ABA modelling in Chapter 4 was essential due to the complexity of 
the initial ABA response observed between the treatments as it allowed additional 
plant and soil variables relations to be included, as well as highlighting other 
variables that may not have been considered. For instance, localised variation in Ψroot 
may be significant in determining [X-ABA]root under both treatments (Puértolas  et 
al., 2013), particularly under the heterogeneous soil drying when irrigation was 
applied at 50 % ET, and should thus be the subject of future work in this area. 
 Despite the key results above, the limited transport of ABA from the roots when 
plants were irrigated at 50 % ET requires further explanation. To address this, 
[ABA]root was measured at four depths within the soil profile. [ABA]root increased 
with diminishing soil water availability in all layers (Fig. 4.8; Table. 4.4), although it 
was lower in plants irrigated at 50 % ET, compared to when irrigation was withheld, 
throughout the soil profile, even at comparable soil moisture availability (Table. 4.4). 
It was hypothesised that as the higher density of mature roots in the upper layers of 
the soil profile were exposed to a higher soil moisture content when irrigation was 
applied at 50 % ET, this reduced the overall synthesis and thus the flux of ABA from 
the roots to the shoots. 
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 In summary, Chapter 4 provides a root-based explanation for the different [X-
ABA]leaf response first observed in P.hortorum in Chapter 3, and then in tomato 
under different irrigation treatments. This advances our understanding of ABA 
signalling by showing that spatial variation in soil moisture can alter long distance, 
root-to-shoot ABA signalling, even in the same species at similar whole-pot soil 
moisture availability, thereby affecting shoot physiological processes. Thus, any 
future work investigating long-distance ABA signalling should take account of the 
effects of irrigation treatments on soil moisture gradients as this may have significant 
impacts upon shoot physiological changes. 
5.1 Future work 
 This present study highlights two distinct areas for future work. First, it is essential 
that further research continues to improve the understanding of plant physiological 
responses to irrigation frequency in a commercial context. Whilst baseline data have 
been established for an ornamental species, arguably the biggest constraint to 
implementing more accurate irrigation scheduling is the need for communication 
with growers in order to scale up and adapt the knowledge and findings to match 
their requirements. In addition, whilst the work in this thesis used a peat-based 
substrate, the horticultural industry is intensifying its efforts to utilise alternative, 
non-peat substrates. Therefore, it may be appropriate for work to be carried out 
investigating the impact of alternative irrigation techniques in more sustainable 
substrates (such as coir or green composts).  
 Secondly, additional work could focus further on plant physiological responses to 
altered soil moisture distribution (through accurate irrigation placement). 
Measurements of localised Ψroot under the different irrigation treatments described in 
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Chapter 4 may provide additional insights into the mechanistic differences in 
localised [ABA]root. Furthermore, adapting this experimental system for commercial 
alternative irrigation systems (such as vertical “alternated-PRD” (Fig. 5.3), which 
may be achieved by a combination of an ebb-and-flow system and overhead 
irrigation, or accurate irrigation placement in the field using buried drippers) may be 
advantageous for growers, and needs to be assessed further. Implementing alternated 
vertical PRD may allow growers to maintain Ψleaf whilst tightly regulating transport 
and synthesis of ABA, which would potentially increase WUE by maintaining 
carbon assimilation (and growth) whilst also limiting water loss.  
 
Figure. 5.3. Diagrammatic representation of conventional alternated “horizontal” 
partial root zone drying (PRD); and proposed approach for alternated “vertical” 
PRD. In both irrigated regimes, only half of the pot is irrigated (dark blue) whilst the 
other half of the soil is allowed to dry (light blue), which is alternated between each 







 In conclusion, this thesis has established that irrigation management of the 
ornamental bedding plant species Pelargonium x hortorum can be improved by 
manipulating irrigation frequency based upon plant water requirements. Benefits 
included reduced water inputs, enhanced ornamental characteristics (and thus plant 
economic value), and also increased water productivity. Perhaps the two major 
barriers to accurately implementing this are firstly improving grower’s knowledge 
about irrigation scheduling, but also scaling it to a commercial grower. This thesis 
focused on elucidating the physiological differences observed between different 
irrigation treatments. The research has firstly addressed the leaf-level response and 
the ABA-mediated regulation of stomata. Secondly, tomato has been used as a model 
species to determine whether the response observed in P.hortorum can be explained 
by differences in ABA signalling in the roots, and the mechanisms which may have 
been regulating this. Taken together, this research provides both important 
information from an agronomic perspective, and also improves our fundamental 
understanding of long distance root-to-shoot ABA signalling, which may be 
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